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FILE NO. 150764

1

RESOLUTION NO.

[Urging the Establishment of a Memorial for "Comfort Women"]

2
3

Resolution urging the City and County of San Francisco to establish a memorial for

4

"Comfort Women."

5
6

WHEREAS, According to most international historians, the term "comfort women"

7

euphemistically refers to an estimated 200,000 women and young girls who were kidnapped

8

and forced into sexual slavery by the Imperial Japanese Army during its colonial and wartime

9

occupation of Asia and the Pacific Islands from the 1930s through the duration of World War

10

II; and

11

WHEREAS, During the 15 years of invasion and occupation of Asian countries,

12

unspeakable and well-documented war-crimes, including mass rape, wholesale massacres,

13

heinous torture, and other atrocities, were committed by the Japanese Imperial Army

14

throughout the occupied countries and colonies; and

15

WHEREAS, Of the few top Japanese military leaders who were investigated and

16

convicted as war criminals in the postwar War Crime Tribunals in Tokyo, Nanjing, Manila,

17

Yokohama, and Khabarovsk, many escaped prosecution; and

18

WHEREAS, In 2001 the San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed Resolution

19

No. 842-01, urging the government of Japan, on the 5oth anniversary of the US-Japan Peace

20

Treaty, to fully acknowledge and apologize for Japan's wartime atrocities and provide just

21

compensation for the surviving victims of its aggression; and

22

WHEREAS, In 2007 the U.S. House of Representatives passed Rep. Mike Honda's

23

bipartisan House Resolution 121, which also called on the Government of Japan to formally

24

acknowledge, apologize, and accept historical responsibility for its Imperial Armed Forces'

25

coercion of young women into sexual slavery; and
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1

WHEREAS, In 2013, the San Francisco Board passed Resolution No. 218-13

2

condemning Japan's denial of its system of sexual enslavement during World War II and

3

calling for justice for "comfort women"; and

4

WHEREAS, The year 2015 marks the 7oth anniversary of the end of World War II

5

(1941-1945) and the Pacific War (1931-1945) and the defeat of Japanese imperialism and

6

militarism by the Allies; and

7

WHEREAS, Several cities in the U.S., including, Glendale and Rohnert Park, CA; Long

8

Island, NY; Palisades Park and Union City, NJ; Fairfax, VA; and Michigan City, Ml have

9

already erected memorials to help remember the "comfort women" during Japanese

10
11

occupation in the Pacific War; and
WHEREAS, Today, human trafficking of women and girls is a form of modern day

12

slavery with 20 million victims worldwide, including an estimated 1.5 milliOn victims in North

13

America alone, forced to perform labor and sexual acts; and human trafficking is a market-

14

driven criminal industry based on the principles of supply and demand, and

15

WHEREAS, San Francisco is not immune to the problem, and has been considered a

16

destination for human trafficking due to its ports, airports, industry, and rising immigrant

17

populations; and

18

WHEREAS, Leaders of the Japanese American community have worked closely with

19

the broader Asian Pacific Islander community in the past decades to strengthen relationships

20

and build trust, understanding, and community for civil rights and social justice; and

21

WHEREAS, San Francisco is a city of immigrants and their descendants, many of

22

whom have ancestral ties to Asian and Pacific Islander nations and have direct or indirect

23

experience with Japan's past system of sexual enslavement; and

24
25

WHEREAS, A growing coalition of immigrant communities, women's organizations, and
human rights groups have organized to establish a memorial for "comfort .women" and the
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1

millions of victims of the Japanese military in San Francisco to ensure that the plight and

2

suffering of these girls and women will never be forgotten or erased from history; now,

3

therefore, be it

4
5
6

RESOLVED, That appropriate City and County agencies will work with the community
organizations to design and establish the memorial; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San

7

Francisco during the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II expresses its strong support

8

of creating a memorial in memory of those girls and women who suffered immeasurable pain

9

and humiliation as sex slaves and as a sacred place for remembrance, reflection,

10

remorsefulness, and atonement for generations to come.

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23

24
25
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DATE:

September 11, 2015

TO:

Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Supervisor Eric Mar

RE:

Public Safety & Neighborhood Services Committee
COMMITTEE REPORT

"·.
•j

'•·'

Pursuant to Board Rule 4.20, as Chair of the Public Safety & Neighborhood Services Committee,
I have deemed the following matter is of an urgent nature and request it be considered by the full
Board on September 22, 2015, as a Committee Report:
150764

Urging the Establishment of a Memorial for "Comfort Women"

Resolution urging the City and County of San Francisco to establish a memorial for
"Comfort Women."
This matter will be heard in the Public Safety & Neighborhood Services Committee Regular
Meeting on September 17, 2015, at 2:00 p.m.

City Hall " 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
(415) 554-7410 • Fax (415) 554-7415

0

Room 244 • San Francisco, California 94102-4689

° TDD (415) 554-5227 • Eric.L.Mar@sfgov.org

Evans, Derek
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, September 10, 2015 3:41 PM
BOS-Supervisors; Evans, Derek; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
File 150764 FW: San Francisco Memorial for Korean Comfort Woman [KCW]

From: Kelly King Woolums [mailto:kwoolums@isp.com]

Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2015 2:25 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: San Francisco Memorial for Korean Comfort Woman [KCW]

I suggest that:
( 1) If San Francisco must have a monument of some kind, for some unknown purpose to remember alleged
crimes on Korean women during by the Japanese occupation - - then a "contest" be held to selected a memorial
and what it should "say." As was, for example, done for the Vietnam monument in Washington with great
success. Works of art can be "fixed-up" to say something which may not wanted, or true.
(2) Since events e.g. (between Alex the Great & the Persians), and (Korea & Japan) - - are past, SO the
memorial should include now and the past Africa, the mid-East - - all when armies were allowed by leaders to
enslave, murder, rape, plunder and retaliate at will. War is hell.
(3) Children and adults now living are not responsible for what others did, or did not. What the UN has
not. Bullying - - verbal or physical - - is illegal so the bully should be charged.
ldc woolums
Glen Rock, NJ
----NOT FOR PUBLICATION just some rough comments NOT FOR PUBLICATION-----------------American citizens of Japanese ancestors were punished enough during the War in the Pacific by the people
of California. Why they had no troops or planes or ships?
Around the world, invading soldiers - - even today to a certain degree, - - and for sure in the past thousands of
years - - were allowed by their leaders to enslave, murder, rape, and plunder, and retaliate at will.
Aiiists who later memorialized such events "fixed them" to appear as patriotic acts. Of course, all artistic
works always are "fixed" to make a statement. If the artist was not "told how to fix the work" in the beginning,
the work was/is "fixed" in accordance with the artist's own feelings on the matter. Classic Arts Showcase, for
example, shows a ballet by Bolshoi, danced to "Schehorade" by Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov where the Golden
Slave is united with the prince. Clearly, the Golden Slave is then no longer a Slave. She is enjoying her work,
and is now in charge.
Of course, "fixing" applies to everything written, statued, appearing on TV such as Jeopardy!, or musically
presented for a memory. Novels, newspaper articles included. A famous "Great American Love Song" ends,
"(dramatic pause at end and then) You belong to me." Not a song to play at the dedication, or in the
background when people are viewing the work. So San Fran needs a lot of thought before moving forward.

1

"Carmen" -- depending on how presented - - can leave the viewer believing Carmen "got what she ask for" - or, at another presentation, believing "those soldiers are trash." "Butterfly" was written to have the opera's jerk
an American, when it was told originally on a European. Even though European troops all took comfort women
with them when deployed, - - the jerk's role was predicted to too difficult to fill in Europe.
Rumor has it one British commander in the l 770's lost a major battle due to his trying to get through the whole
group of ladies with his troops.
And, it would be important to prove the events on the matter from South Korea are true. One lady of America I
know of has been surprised to learn her husband's native language does not have a word for adultery, for
· example - - so when he "went out on her" - - he didn't know she would care. There is some "fixing" that the
KCW were actually working for money.
There is one major Novel fix. The Grapes of Wrath by American realist novel writer John Steinbeck and
presented as true, has been found to be fiction. People who lived in area at the time say there was no "dust
bowl." Census records do not show any increase in population in the areas in California to which people were
suppose to have fled to at the time.
So, please, be careful how you fix this thing up. You could be putting young ladies of Korean or Japanese
ancestry in danger, but not knowingly.

2

Evans, Derek
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Tuesday, September 08, 2015 9:24 AM
BOS-Supervisors; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Evans, Derek; Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
File 150764 FW: Comfort Women Statue proposal in San Franisco

From: Yuriko Doi-Walker [mailto:yurikodoi@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Saturday, September 05, 2015 10:45 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Comfort Women Statue proposal in San Franisco

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
I am Yuriko Doi, the Founder of Theatre Yugen which has been active in introducing Japanese theater and culture and
educating Japanese arts, cross culture and international racial harmony to many children and students as well as general
audience for 36 years here in San Francisco.
I do not condone what Japan did during the World War II, but I cannot agree with the building of a stature of comfort
women in San Francisco. This type of statue belongs in Japan, Korea and China. In San Francisco it would just raise racial
tensions between our Asian communities especially since most of them had no part in this terrible event and many also
suffered during the war. I think we should create work and art that promotes harmony not divisive.

If you have any questions, please contact my e-mail at yurikodoi@sbcglobal.net or 650-575-7390(mobile).
Sincerely yours,
Yuriko Doi
Theatre of yugen, Founder & Artistic Adviser
2840 Mariposa Street,
San Francisco, CA 94110
415-621-0507

1

Evans, Derek
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Beth Aboulafia <aboulafia@beveragelaw.com>
Tuesday, September 08, 2015 4:48 PM
Lim, Victor (BOS)
Evans, Derek
Gus's Community Market - PCN

Victor,·
I'm glad we were able to connect this afternoon. Per our conversation, we would like to have the PCN application for
Gus's Community Market heard by the Committee on September 17th and forwarded to the full Board as a Committee
Report at the September 22nd Board meeting.
If you have any questions or need any further information regarding the PCN request, please feel free to reach out to
me.
Thank you,
Beth Aboulafia
Partner I Hinman & Carmichael LLP
260 California Street, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA 94111
P: 415.362.1215 x104 I F: 415.362.1494 I E: aboulafia@beveragelaw.com
This electronic mail message contains privileged and confidential information intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended addressee, any dissemination, distribution,
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic mail message in error, please
notify us immediately via reply email.

1

Evans, Derek
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gregory Viloria <greg.jtf@gmail.com>
Friday, September 04, 2015 12:30 AM
Avalos, John (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Campos, David (BOS); Christensen, Julie (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Wiener, Scott; Yee, Norman (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Evans, Derek
judy hamaguchi; Lee, Mayor (MYR); san-francisco-jacl-chapter-board@googlegroups.com; Jill
Yano
SF JACL Response to Supervisor Mar's "Comfort Women" Memorial Resolution (FILE NO.
150764)
SF JACL Letter to BOS 20150902.pdf

Dear Board President and Supervisor London Breed,
Supervisor John Avalos,
Supervisor David Campos,
Supervisor Julie Christensen,
Supervisor Malia Cohen,
Supervisor Mark Farrell,
Supervisor Jane Kim,
Supervisor Eric Mar,
Supervisor Katy Tang,
Supervisor Scott Weiner,
Supervisor Norman Yee,
Clerk of the Board, Clerk for Public Safety and Neighborhood Services

committee, Derek Evans

Good morning.
The attached letter addressed to the you, the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco, represent the views of the board of the San Francisco
Japanese American Citizens League (SF JACL) - a local chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League, the oldest Asian American civil
rights organization in the US.
We send this letter for reflection and consideration of a point of view on this resolution. In summary, our letter promotes the view of
compassion and healing for the comfort women and their issues brought on by war and want to discourage any memorial (monument or
written) that promotes hate towards a certain nationality amongst current and future generations.

I hope you, the Board of Supervisors, consider these points before your vote and/or comment on this resolution
in chambers or in the Public Safety and Neighborhood Services committee.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact our board co-presidents, Judy Hamaguchi and Jill Yano (cc'd).
Respectfully submitted,
Greg C. Viloria
SF JACL Board Member
1770 Post St #279
San Francisco, CA 94115

1

September 2, 2015

Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Supervisors: Madam Board President London Breed, Honorable John Avalos,
Honorable Davi.d Campos1 Honorable.Julie Christiansen, Honorable Malia
Cohen, Honorable Mark Farrell, Honorable Jane Kim, Honorable Eric Mar,
Honorable Katy Tang~ Honorable Scott Weiner, and Honorable Norman Yee

RE: Board of Supervisors File No. 150764, Resolution urging the City and
County of San Francisco to establish a memorial for "Comfort Women." (As
attached) .
Dear San Francisco City Board of Supervisors:
The Board ofSupervisors of the City of San Francisco is currently considering
a resolution that calls for a physical .memorial and a renewed condemnation of
human rights violations committed by the Imperial Army of Japan during
World War U. We, the Board of Directors of the San Francisco Chapter of the
Japanese American Citizens League (JACL), respectfully ask you to consider
our views on this matter.
·
The Board of Directors of the Sah Francisco Chapter of the JACL believes in
the importance of drawing lessons from historic violations of civil rights and
human rights. We are volunteer activists whe> believe deeply in the fight for
Civil rights for all. We draw particular inspiration from the civil rights violations
experienced by Japanese Americans d1Jring World War II. During the war
120,000 persons of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast were forcibly
incarcerated in 10 American concentration camps. Many lost their homes and
businesses.
As civil rights activists, we support efforts by the. Board of Supervisors that
take aetion to preveht and stop human rights violations. The exploitation of
children, violence against women, c;1.nd human trafficking sadly still exist today.
Vigilance is needed, even in San Francisco.
Violations of human rights that took place in the past must not be forgotten, if
they are to provide lessons for c:urrent and future generations. Memorials of
wartime horrors should be constructed in a manner that teaches tolerance,
promotes healing, anci inspires us atlto work towards a futljre of peace.
Historical lessons must be. taught, but memorials should not be designed to
pass on anger to current and future generations.

The Japanese American community has experienced first-hand what happens
when an environment of racial hatred is allowed to permeate soeiety. We are
opposed to anything that promotes bate based on race or nationality.
Before issuing a resolution to support a memorial that projects hate towards a
specific nationality, we ask the Board of Supervisors to consider whether such
an action truly represents the values of the peopJe of San Francisco. San
Francisco has shown the world thatwe reject hate and embrace unity. Let's
not tum back the clocl<.
·

Sincerely,

Jucfy Hamaguchi, Chapter President
On behalf of the Board of Directors,. San Francisco Chapter
Japanese American Citizens league
Chapter Board Members: John Hayashi, Nikki Hikari, Merry Nishimura,
Haruka Roudebush, Nancy Satoda, Barbara Suyehiro, Keota Takamori, Greg
Viloria, Jill Yano
·

Attachment: Board of Supervisors File No, 150764, Resolution urging the City
and County of San Francisco to establish a memorial for "Comfort Women.11

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Wednesday, September 02, 2015 10:46 AM
BOS-Supervisors
FW: Against the proposal of building a Comofort Women memorial File No. 150764
Comfort Women Not Sex Slaves But Prostitutes_FullVersion.pdf

From: Koichi Mera [mailto:koichi.mera@verizon.net]

Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2015 2:51 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Against the proposal of building a Comofort Women memorial

Dear Supervisors for the City of San Francisco:
I am against the proposal to build a memorial for Comfort Women.
This is so because the proposal is based on a wrong interpretation of the Comfort Women.
In addition, the proposal is motivated by a political ambition of dividing the linkage between the U.S and Japan.
It is not based on human rights.
Please look at the attachment which elaborate our arguments.
Koichi Mera
Los Angeles
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ackground of Comfort Women Issues
1.

Historical Evidence·

2.

Origin and Development of Comfort Women
Controversy

3.

Political Implications

What is the controversy surrounding

<<Comfort Women>>?
• Comfort Women are those who provided sexual services to Japanese
Military during the WWII
• Point of contention:
1

1i1~ l8 1 1~APANisey\

Historical Evidence
• There are many «who said what», «who admitted what», various
news reporting supporting contradictory views.
• LET'S LOOI< INTO PRIMARY SOURCES TO FIND OUT THE TRUTH
• Primary Sources : historical records
• Secondary Sources: what other people heard about and wrote about (ex.
recent newspaper articles, political statements, etc.)

• If Comfort Women were Sex Slaves orchestrated by Japanese
government1
=We should be able to find historical evidence!

Historical Evidence 1: Tokyo War Trial, 1946
In this trial, Japan was judged for its deeds
before and during the World War II

!.
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Historical Evidence 2: Mr Rhee Syngman
• First President of the Republic of Korea (ROK) after its independence
in 1948
• Zealous anti-Japan independence fighter
• Demanded extensive reparations to Japan
• No mention of reparation for Comfort Women
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Historical Evidence 3: JP-ROK Basic Treaty, 1965
• This treaty settled All CLAIMS AND REPARATIONS regarding any matters related
to Japan's annexation of Korea, except for Takeshima.
• By signing this treaty, ROK agreed to demand no further compensation, either at
the government or individual level, after receiving $800 million (2.3 times Korea's
national budget of that time) in grants and soft loans from Japan as compensation
for its 1910-45 colonial rule in the treaty.
• According to the records of negotiation, Japan proposed to compensate individuals
directly but Korean government of the time refused, and used most of the money
for its economic development.
• COMFORT WOMEN WAS NEVER BROUGHT UP AS A MATTER OF REPARATION
AND COMPENSATION

From the year
Japanese
issue.

e treaty was ratified, 1965, to 1
onstration o

history-related antinever brought up as

Historical Evidence 4: No Historical Documentation
Backing Sex Slavery Found in Korea or in Japan

1. There is no documented evidence in Korea or Japan about how
Japanese army rounded up the women in the form of diary,
newspaper articles, etc. Not even single one.
2. And there is no trace of Korean people who fought against such
slavery.

Historical Evidence 5: Copious numbers of Ads
recruiting prostitutes found in Korea
• Several advertisements were found in Korean newspapers of the time, in which
private middlemen recruited comfort women for Japanese Army, offering very
high salary.
.
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The exact wording of the advertisement : ffi~ S ¥~ 1944:'r=f.7Jl 26 S Jt:. E
%t*~m~~::k~~ (Comfort Women Urgently Wanted)
:'r=f.if! 17~.I;J,J:.23~~ (Age : between 17 and 23)
iJJ)1c 1~/700#~~%%1*#~ (Workstation:)
Jl !& 300 pj .I;J,J:. (M{1f3000 pj ~PT) (Monthly Salary: at least 300
Yen. Advanced payment of up to 3000 Yen possible.)
LfMsa~J: ~ Lf1~1oa~~::zls:Aoo~~ (Interview between 8AMand10
PM)
ffi~ * * * * * * * 2 0 (Address:)
4-#~Bfrm (Placement Agency Imai)
.·.·.·····v~f)bfsal~t\.rW~sthree.1:imes thatofJb~\

!//lJhiVersity,the•·most.prestigio.us•. univ~r?itV?
!the job-Nb NEEDTOFORCEWPl\t'IE ·.···· . .

The exact wording of the advertisement: !fiJJif.W~J&t~i~*~
I re; S S ¥~J 1944~10]] 27 S
~·~ ~*~m~;;; («Army» Comfort Women Urgently
Wanted)
-, 1-T
:ft 0 0#~~%~*m (Workstation : )

-,

rit;;;it~~~+ J\.~J;Cl::

+~J2Jl*l

5~~-tf-

(Qualification Age : 18 to 30, in good health)
-, ;;;~Wj S + J] =+-t S ,..,__,+-]] )\. S ~(Application
accepted: 27 Oct. to 8 Nov.)
-, te~ S +-A+ S ~Ji (Departure: around 10 Nov.)
-, 9@*~& V1~~*A®~~1~~pa~~!E (Decision on
contract and working conditions immediately upon the
interview)
-, ;;;~A~~5c+1; (Recruiting several dozens)
-, :ffr~,tf-h:~c{:±PJT-C-~~t§~ (For interested
candidates, contact immediately the following)
1.1!~;
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7't =Afl93i (~q:
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Historical Evidence 6: US Army Report No. 49
• The US Office of War Interrogation (AP0689 August1944) report
• Interviewed 20 Korean "comfort girls" captured around 10 August 1944 after
the fall of Myitkyina in Burma.
• States they were recruited by private agents with a promise of good income
• Confirms that women lived a rather luxurious life.
• They were allowed to refuse services for those soldiers whom the women did
not welcome.
• They were allowed to return home after paying off their debts.

Historical Evidence 7: Bank Statement of a
Mun Okchu'){ .3i3*
Former Comfort Woman
lffi ;JJ;.
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Name:
(if~~)
Mainichi Newspaper reported on May 12, 1992 that
Japanese military post office savings records
confirmed that former Korean comfort woman Mun
Okchu, one of the plaintiffs for a law-suit against
Japanese government, and who had been asking for
return of her money, had deposited money 12 times
from 1943 to 1945, when she was a comfort
woman, with a balance of 26,145 yen.
Mun Okchu claims that she had been taken from
Pusan to Rangoon together with about one hundred
to one hundred-fifty young women, to work as a
prostitute for Japanese soldiers, and had deposited
the tips she had received in the post office account.
Note: Calculated at today's value, this amount is
equivalent to about 80 million yen ($762,000 at
105 yen/dollar) --- November 1999 Showa History
Institute periodical.
The General of the Japanese Imperial Army earned
6,600 yen per year, so Mun Okchu's annual
earnings was about twice that of the General's. A
private 2nd class earned as little as 72 yen per year.

Historical Evidence 8: Korean Men Volunteered
to Join the Japanese Army
• Documented evidence about Korean men volunteered for Japanese
Army.
• Korean men volunteered to join the Japanese army.
• Japanese army was so popular that it was very competitive to get in (less than
10% acceptance rate).
• There were Korean generals and officers in Japanese Army.

If Japanese Army did enslave f<orean women,, would l<orean men have
volunteered

join the Japanese A

v?

Mr Park Chung-hee, current President)'s

e~

was elected Korean
President after serving in Japanese Army. Would Korean people have
elected an ex-Japanese Army Officer to Korean Presidency if Japanese
had enslaved
?

Historical Evidence 9: Japanese Official
Documentation Prohibits Forceful Recruitment
• Army Memorandum 2197, issued on March 4, 1938, explicitly
prohibits recruiting methods that fraudulently employ in the army's
name or that can be classified as abduction, warning that those
employing such methods would be punished.
• A Home Affairs Ministry Directive (number 77) issued on February
18, 1938, states that the recruitment of "comfort women" must be in
compliance with international law and prohibits the enslavement or
abduction of women.
• A Directive (number 136) issued on November 8, 1938, moreover,
orders that only women who are 21 years old or over and are already
professionally engaged in the trade may be recruited as "comfort
women." It also requires the approval of the woman's family or
relatives.

Historical Evidence 10: Japanese Police
Arresting Human Trafficking in Korea
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"Abducting a Girl - Selling her to Chinese Prostitution"

an article by Donga Daily, a major Korean newspaper,
reported on 30 June 1933 an arrest by the police (under
the authority of Japanese government-general of Korea)
of a Korean human trafficking organization on 18 June,
which was about to sell a girl to a Chinese brothel, and it
notes that Japanese authority has increased police force
in order to crack down on human trafficking.
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On May 5 1933, Donga Daily reports the arrest by
the police under Japanes·e authority of a Korean
prostitute who bought a girl of underage at 350
yen and attempted to falsify her age to the legal
age for prostitution using her brothers' family
register. The newspaper reports that the
perpetrator committed the same crime with other
underage girls.
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On December 4 1938, Donga Daily
reports the police arrest under
Japanese authority in Pusan of a
Korean on the charge of abductions
and sales of girls from respectable
to
Manchuria,
which
families
included not only Korean but also
Japanese girls. The perpetrator, a
brothel dealer in Gunsan of age 38,
abducted girls named Teiko, age 19,
and Shizuka, age 17, on 15
November 1938, by luring them wifu
employment
opportunities
in
Manchuria. He attempted to falsify a
warrant of attorney to sell them to a
brothel.
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Similarly, the police in Pusan under
Japanese authority rescued over 100
victims who were abducted from farminq
villages by Korean human traffickers in
1939. Donga Daily reports "Corrupt
Placement
Agencies
Rampant
Abducting Women and Girls in Farming
Villages - Victims over 100." This article
reports Korean traffickers selling both
Korean and Japanese women and girls.
Donga Daily, 31August1939.
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Historical Evidence 11: Korean People had voting right
and the right of representation in Japanese Diet
1. When Korea was annexed to Japan, Korean people had a voting
right and the right of representation in Japanese Diet. They were
legally Japanese citizens.

Very unlikely that the democratically elected Japanese
government would have a policy of enslaving part of its voters as
sex slaves.
.
·
· 2. In Korean Peninsula during Japanese rule, historical records
indicate that approximately 80% of the local parliamentarians
were Koreans, and many Koreans occupied high ranking positions
in public institutions and the police. It is technically not feasible to
carry out forced mobilization of Korean women.
3. Korean women were not coerced by Japanese military because
the Korean Peninsula was not the battlefield and therefore
Japanese military was NOT in Korea.

Historical Evidence 12: Japanese Authority
prohibited the forced prostitution
• 1944, a group of Dutch women was forced into sexual servitude by
11 Japanese military personnel in Sumalan, Indonesia.
•The Japanese military authority explicitly ordered to hire comfort
women only upon their consent; these officers ignored the order.
•When a father of on-e of the Dutch women reported the incidence
to the Japanese military authority, his plea was immediately
accepted and the comfort station in question was ordered to close.
This comfort station was in operation for two months in total.
•The perpetrators were all judged and found guilty.

-

Historical Evidence 13:
No Slavery in Japanese History

•In Japan's 2600 years of history, slavery never existed.
•It is not in the mentality of Japanese to enslave
people.
•Suddenly do they decide to enslave women?
Documented evidence from WWI I indicates contrary.

lnteragency Work Group Report of 2007
Investigated Nazi War Crimes & Japanese Imperial Government Records
8 years of extensive study (1999-2007)
Covered 8 million pages of classified US official documents and spent
USO 30 million
Published in April 2007 and reported to the US Congress
Studied by: Department of the State, the Secretary of Defense, the
Attorney General, Director of the CIA, Director of the FBI, National
Security Council, Director of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
•Objective was to uncover Japan's war crimes in Asia during the WWII
• In the extensive search of classified US official documents, no
documented evidence of sex slavery by Japan was found.
• The report is available online

lnteragency Work Group Report of 2007
«Among the disappointed (of the result of this study) will be those who
had hoped for a voluminous release of U.S. records relating to Japanese
war crimes ..... Many people around the world had hoped that the IWG
would unearth records that would help them document Japanese
atrocities. To these people, I state unequivocally that the IWG was
diligent and thorough in its search for relevant records about war
crimes in Asia. The IWG uncovered and released few Asian theatre
records because few such U.S. records remained classified. Unclassified
records were not under IWG jurisdiction.»
Steven Garfinkel, Acting Chair, January 2001-September 2006
Washington, April 2007

Testimonies of Former Comfort Women
Report "Testimonies of Forcefully Mobilized Korean Comfort Women",
published in February 1993, by "Korean Council for the Women Drafted
for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan" or "Chong Dae Hyup" (AntiJapanese Lobby).
Dr. An Byong-jik, then a Seoul University professor of Korean History
(now professor Emeritus) and the head of this study group testified
that they interviewed 40 ex-comfort women and only 19 testimonies
were considered reliable. He commented in the report that some
testimonies seem to be "deliberately distorting the facts". The 19
testimonies were published in the report.
• Only four ex-comfort women claimed that they were forcefully taken
away. One claimed to have worked in Pusan, Korea, and another in
Toyama Prefecture, Japan; however, there was no comfort station
there as they were not a battlefield.

Testimonies of Former Comfort Women
• This report of ex-comfort women's testimonies were handed by the
Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Japanese counterpart.

The most official report of Korea on ex-comfort women's testimonies is
proven to have few reliable testimonies of forced mobilization.
Dr. An Byong-jik, having witnessed the fabrication of stories by "Korean
Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japanu.
or Chong Dae Hyup (Anti-Japanese lobby), he discontinued his
cooperation with the association.
Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University had discovered in 2013 a
diary written by a Korean comfort station manager. Professor An
Byong-Jik confirms that Korean comfort women were recruited by
Korean prostitution brokers, not by Ja.panese military.

Several people had witnessed the scenes in which
Chong Dae Hyup (anti-Japan lobby) coached
former comfort women to say "I was abducted by
Japanese mi Iita ry." (The Comfort Women, Chunghee Sarah Soh, Univ. of
Chicago Press, 2008.}

• Professor An Byong-Jik of Seoul University who interviewed former
Korean comfort women says, "When I first interviewed them, none of
them had anything bad to say about Japanese military. In fact they all
reminisced the good times they had with Japanese soldiers. But after
Chong Dae Hyup or "Korean Council for the Women Drafted for
Military Sexual Slavery by Japan" confined them, their testimonies
had completely changed." (The Comfort Women.I Chunghee Sarah Soh.1
2008.)

What is Chong Dae Hyup (anti-Japan lobby) 7
• Members include North Korean spies (see the next slide)
• .Considered by many in South Korea that Chong Dae Hyup is a North
Korean Propaganda machine which tries to discredit Japan and
prevents Japan-South Korea reconciliation, thus weakening the
military cooperation between South l<orea, Japan and the US.
• Initiator of Comfort Women statues in the US, which create fissures
between Japan and the US, thus weakens the US-Japan Security
Alliance.

The Link between Chong
Dae Hyup or "Korean
Council for the Women
Drafted for Military Sexual
Slavery by Japan" and the
North Korean spies and the
creators of comfort women
memorials.
• Yun Mihyang is the Chair Woman of
Chong Dae Hyup, who is known to
have North Korea connection.
• Building of Comfort Women statues
is backed by Chong Dae Hyup.
• Members include several N. Korean·
spies.

Reference for Further Readings
•Books are written by Korean academics on Comfort Women
• Comfort Women of the Empire, by Park Yu ha, Professor, Yonsei
University, 2014, in Japanese.

• The Comfort Women, by C. Sarah Soh, University of Chicago Press,
2008.

PART II:
How Did Comfort Women Controversy
Started?
CHR

l

F EVENTS

a book "My War Crimes: Abduction of Korean Women'~ by
Seiji Yoshida, claiming he was a team leader of a Japanese military
group which rounded up many Korean girls in Cheju Island to send
them to comfort stations.
• Yoshida claimed it to be a true story but later disproved and
discredited as a fiction

•

11

11

Asahi Newspaper revealed a Korean excomfort woman, Kim Hak-sun, misreporting that she testified that
she was removed from her home and forced to join the «Women's
Volunteer Corps». (First coming-out of an ex-comfort woman)
,

/

• However, in her petition to Japan, she clearly stated that she was sold by her
mother for 40 yen to a Kisaeng school (for prostitutes) in Korea and later
taken by her father-in-law to a comfort station in China.
• «Women's Volunteer Corps» is a group of women who had been called to
work at war-related factories. Not related to comfort women. But Asahi
described it as if this is a group of comfort women.
FIRST INCIDENT OF DEUVERATE FABRICATION OF COMFORT WOMEN ISSUE

Cheju Island News reported that after its
interviews with locals, the story of Yoshida was proved to be
completely groundless as no locals witnessed such forced
mobilisation by Japanese Army.
• But this report was largely ignored by the public.

•J

Asahi Newspaper reported : «an evidence of
Japanese military involvement in the management of comfort stations
was discovered»
• The article stated: Professor Yoshiaki YOSHI Ml of Chuo University found a
document issued by the Ministry of Army, regarding the recruitment of
comfort women.
• The details of the order was not disclosed in the article.
• Yoshimi called for «Official apology and reparation» to Japanese government.
• Asahi reported of «forceful mobilization of Korean women, which counts between
80,000 to 200,000.»

• Other researchers discovered : this was an order to enforce more rigorous
selection procedure of private agencies recruiting comfort women, on the
ground that some agencies have been recruiting women bordering on
kidnapping. The order states «the Japanese military's honor is at stake.»
• This documentation indicates Japan's policy of prohibiting forceful
recruitment of comfort women.
• HOWEVER, THE PUBLIC BELIEVED ASAHl'S CLAIM BECAUSE THE DISPROVAL
CAME MUCH LATER

_f""-',<-.,.;":::-"'1"''."°''"'"~:""'!"~·------·

I

The Japanese Ministry of
Army sent an order to the
chiefs of staff of Japanese
armies stationed in Northern
and Central China on 4
March 1938.
Summary: Certain private
agents practice recruitment
methods similar to abduction
using the name of Japanese
·~- Army, and the Ministry called
the chiefs of staff to ensure
that such agents be kept
:it clear of any recruitment
1 !~:· process of Comfort Women
by closely collaborating with
the local police and the
. military police of the region,
in order to avoid any
misunderstanding with the
local population and
maintain the dignity and the
honor of Japanese Army.

, I!f

I

•J

- Then the Chief Cabinet Secretary, Mr Kouichi

KATO, officially apologized to Korea without corroborating the claim
of Professor YOSHI Ml of before-mentioned Asahi Article.

(Asahi published the article just before Jp Prime Minister's, visit to
Korea, thus not giving time to Japan for investigation.)

•J

- then the Prime Minister Kiichi MIYAZAWA

visited South Korea and made 8 official apologies.

•January 23, 1992 -Asahi reports YOSHIDA's claim «at least 950
women forcefully recruited»

• February 17, 1992 - Japan Federation of Bar Association brings up
the comfort women issue to the UN Human Rights Committee and
ask for the UN intervention.

• May 25, 1992 -Asahi reported that YOSHIDA would start «a journey
of apology» to Korea - meaning apologies in front of Korean public

e

- Professor lkuhiko HATA, Chiba University, publish his
research findings in Cheju Island and disproved YOSHIDA's testimony.

•J

-

Based on Professor HATA's findings, Japanese
government conducts research on Japan's involvement in comfort
women.
• Chief Cabinet Secretary KATO, who previously apologized to Korea, confirmed
«No evidence was found on forceful recruitment of women», «but military
involvement in the management and supervision of comfort stations».
• Discloses more than 100 official documents

•August 12, 1992 - YOSHIDA visits Korea and apologize in front of Ms.
Kim, the ex-comfort woman, who made the first coming-out.
• December 25, 1992 - 10 ex-comfort women from Busan sue Japan
• April 2, 1993 - 46 ex-comfort women from the Philippines sue Japan
• April 5, 1993 - Song Sin-do, a Korean ex-comfort woman sue Japan

•August 4, 1993 - KONO Statement: then the Chief Cabinet
Secretary Mr KONO officially recognizes Japanese Army's
involvement in forced mobilization of comfort women.
• The basis of this statement is the testimonies of 16 ex-comfort
women, who were selected by Korean government.
• Their testimonies were not disclosed to the public.
• No counter-interrogation by Japanese government to these former
comfort women were accepted by Korean government.

J I
- Japan establishes Asian Women's Fund to
provide reparations to ex-comfort women

ii

: Coomaraswamy Report

•UN Human Rights Commission publishes «Coomaraswamy
Report», and defines comfort women as «sex slaves», and
declares it is the violation of human rights.
• Basis of Her Argument:
•Testimonies of former comfort women (Several former comfort
women confessed they told a lie to Special Rapporteur, Ms.
Coomaraswamy, that they were abducted by Japanese Army. List
of confessions available at: Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh's
book, The Comfort Women.)
•Yoshida Seiji's testimony (Later proven to be a fiction)

•May 3, 1994 - Minister of, Mr Shigeta NAGATO, declares
«comfort women are prostitutes». Upon severe criticisms
from Asian nations, he resigns 4 days later.

•August 31, 1994 - then the Prime Minister Tomiichi
MURAYAMA makes a public apol.ogy regarding comfort
.
women issue

•January 24, 1995 - Japan Federation of Bar Association
makes a recommendation to Japanese government to
compensate former comfort women individually
~11 11111\1111~''

a
- Magazine Shukan Shincho publishes its
interview with YOSHIDA, in which he admits part of his .
testimony was a fabrication, especially the «place where he
hunted comfort women» (Cheju island: no locals new of the incident)
11

Former Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary, Mr
Nobuo ISHIHARA, who was involved in drafting KONO
Statement, revealed
111

•
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• The statement was based mostly on the testimonies of former
comfort women. But the authenticity of their testimonies was never
verified.
• There is a likelihood that the language of Kono Statement was
coordinated with the Republic of Korea.
• Political Compromise: He testified that Korea promised not to raise
this issue again if Japan publicly declares the existence of forceful
recruitment of comfort women, and that the Japanese Military was
involved in this matter. And Japan accepted Korea's demand in the
hope that this issue will be settled after the Kono Statement.

•J

- former Chief Cabinet Secretary Mr KONO

«no documentation testifying force mobilization of comfo,rt
women was found, but that does not mean there was no
forced mobilization.»

•August 1998 - McDougall Report supporting the
Coomaraswamy Report was ratified in the Committee On
The Elimination Of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
•August 1998 - Comfort Women Museum opens in Korea
•

r
- Professor lkuo HATA testifies that YOSHIDA
admitted in their private conversation his work was a fiction,
published in magazine «Shokun!», November edition.

•

J

- US House of Representatives passed

House
Resolution 121, which asks Japan to apologize to former comfort
women and state the issue in Japan's history textbooks.
..[I 11

• Initiated by Mr Mike HONDA, who cites as evidence
• YOSHIDA's testimony, (Disproved)
• Asian Women Fund, {Political gesture, not historical evidence)
• Prime Ministers apologies, (Political gesture, not historical evidence)
• KONO Statement (Later recognized to be a political compromise with
Korea rather than a finding based on objective analysis)
{Source: Feb. 25, 2007, Reportage 2001, W,&~2001 ~'a Japanese TV
program.)
• Mr Mike HONDA has been financed by and collaborate with the Global
Alliance for Preserving the History of WWII, an anti-Japanese organization
linked to the Chinese communist government

•J
2
- Japanese government publishes Background
Review of the process in the announcement of KONO Statement
The review unveiled
1. Exchange of views between Japan and ROK took place concerning
preparation of the Kono Statement
2. The ROK repeatedly demanded inclusion of falsified verbiage implying direct
involvement of the Japanese government regarding the comfort women
recruitment. Such demands were rejected by the Japanese government, but
allowed phrases which may be interpreted as its involvement.

3. The Statement was fully drafted prior to hearings from the Korean former
comfort women of how they were recruited, and treatments received while
providing their services.

Asahi Newspaper published an official
recognition that its articles relative to the testimony of Seiji
YOSHIDA regarding «hunting of comfort women» were
false, and announced its decision to withdraw these articles
published between 1980s to 1990s.

• nuau

-

• 25,768 Plaintiffs sued Asahi Newspaper for the defamation
of Japan in March 25, 2015. (Asahi is a left-wing Japanese
newspaper recruiting journalists from China and Korea every year.)

PART Ill:
Comfort Women a Human Rights Issue?
Not likely - It is a POLITICAL ISSUE
Korea brings up only Japanese comfort women issue to the UN Human
Rights Committee but keeps silence to its own forced prostitution and
rapes, massacres which have abundant historical records.
CASE 1: Records indicate Korean government forced its own women to
sexual servitude for the US military during the Korean War, which
developed into law-suit in Korea. The plaintiffs show various records of
forced servitude by the Korean government.
CASE 2: Abundant evidence indicates that Korean troops massacred
and raped local women during Viet Nam War. Lai E>~i Han, children
born from these rapes are a serious issue that has not been resolved to
date. No official compensation nor apology from Korea so far. No such
children were born between Japanese Army and other nationals.

Geopolitical Context
EFFECTS OF COMFORT WOMEN ISSUE IN THE WORLD
• Building of comfort women statues in the US, Canada, Australia,
etc. (Countries with which Japan is strengthening its security
cooperation)
->Anti-Japanese movements in the countries which have security
cooperation with Japan.
• US-Japan Security Treaty weakens
• Japan Bashing increases in various countries
• Japan's isolation in the international community
->Who profits from this situation? Answer: CHINA.
It proposed to form an anti-Japanese coalition between Russia,
China, Korea and the United States. {Proof in the next slide.)

China's Grand Strategy Announced in Moscow
At the trilateral security conference between Russia, China and Korea in
Moscow in 2012, Guo Syangan, vice-president of the Chinese Institute of
International Affairs of the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced:
The Voice of Russia (Russian national radio) reports:
11

By consciously escalating the territorial disputes with its neighbors Japan showed
that it does not recognize the results of World War II, stressed Guo Syangan . ... In his
opinion, this is the reason why Japan must give up its claims not only for the South
Kuril Islands, Dokdo (Takeshima) and Senkaku (Diaoyu) Islands, but also for Okinawa.
Guo Syangan suggested forming a united anti-Japanese front that would include
China, Russia and South Korea. The USA should also be included in the front in order to
force Japan to recognize the results of World War II and give up its territorial claims to
its neighbors."
lvanova, Irina. "China proposes a united anti-Japanese front." The Voice of Russia, 15
Nov. 2012. Web.

In summary ....
• China proposing an «anti-Japan» front to Russia, the US and South Korea.
• Mastermind in this story is China.
• Comfort Women issues, largely instigated by communists in North Korea,
South Korea and Japan, aim to label Japan as «a country unwilling to admit
its atrocities of WWII». When Japan refutes the sex slave theory, they label
Japan as «growing nationalist» and «revisionist, imperialist», thus creating
a fissure between Japan and the US, and with the rest of the world.
/:'!\~

Weakening Japan-US security alliance and isolate Japan in the
international community.
";'

,,>Japan, without US military assistance, will not be able to defend
Senkaku and Okinawa from China.
1

,,,,,

,
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China claiming these two territories as its own.

Why does China want Senkaku & Okinawa?
• Located in midway between Taiwan and Japan. Important stronghold when defending
Taiwan. If China controls Senkaku, the US cannot effectively send military forces to Taiwan.
•
•
•
•

Taiwan, without US military protection, falls in the hand of China
Situated at the crossing of East China Sea and South China Sea
Control of Taiwan gives free hand over the critically important military I sea lane connecting these two seas
Controlling Taiwan gives the control of the East and South China Seas and the access to the Pacific Ocean,
effectively breaking the containment line of Japan-Taiwan-the Philippines. Easy to attack Japan and the
Philippines from Taiwan.
• Japan, having its life-line sea lane dominated by China, will kneel down to China and becomes China's puppet

• One major access route to the Pacific Ocean is sailing between Okinawa and Miyake Island
• 74% of US force in Japan is based in Okinawa and ensures the security of East and South China Seas
• Half of the US power projection in the world comes from Okinawa. Eliminating US presence in
Okinawa means break-down of US hegemony
- - -
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Manipulating History
• China's intent: framing Senkaku and Okinawa as its own territories
being dominated by Japan illegally since the WWII (fabrication -Japan is
the righteous owner of these islands), and portrays Japan's rule of these
islands as a proof that Japan is acting like imperialist from the WWII
era, thus putting pressure on Japan to give up these islands - a case
of manipulation of history. Comfort women issue is one of the tools to
this end.
• Why use historical issues? - because the US cannot side with Japan
regarding the WWII. (If sided with Japan, the US cannot justify
dropping two atomic bombs and massacring over 100,000 civilians in
Tokyo.) China/s aim is to alienate the US from Japan.

CONCLUSION
• Tool to defame Japan
• Isolate Japan internationally and alienate the US from Japan
• US-Japan Security Alliance nullified

• Without US assistance, Japan cannot defend its territories against China
• Without US military support, much easier to take these strategically important
islands from Japan

• Without Okinawa and Senkaku, the US cannot ensure its dominance of East Asia
• Effectively eliminating the US military presence from East Asia and establishing
Chinese Hegemony in the region

ANNEXES
1. US Army Report No 49 (original and transcribed versions)
2. English Translation of Comfort Women Articles by Korean Scholars
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. Auf,uat 10; 1944
;.us-uat 151 1944

------------------Thia r&.port is i:·aa~,d on tht/ infonn.'1.tion obtained from the
interrog;a ti on of' twonty Kvrec.n n ccmi'ort r_;irls" ruld two Jc.panese
civilians captured nround thL tenth of •u~;ust# 194•1 in the mo:::ipil1:-; up
opero.tions e.ftor thv i'all of lU,,vitkyinA in aurma.

Tho report
comfort girls", the
thcir rclationa with
underato.ndinc; of tho

11

ahows how thv Ja.po.neae recruited these Koroon
oondi ti.ons unclvr which thoy lived and wor'cod,
o.nd reaction to the Japanese soldier; o.nd t.~eir
militr'1"Y aituo.tion.

;. "comfort ·,i:rl 11 is nothi.n;:; m.;Jre·thrm n prostituto or
profession:i.1 com1~ followur" attaohod to the J:ipa.neao A.z!:ljr for
benefit of tho soldiers.. The word "oar.ifort ·>,irl~' is pe00a:t-fa:Jo.panesv. Other reporta show the If ocmfort g~\sn hav
· ·
wherever it "fla.B. noceasar;;· for th;;~~O:pan€;e::a.~1-c#f: to i''
report hotlfrV:or dads ~01J~' with ~1i.~.K01:13 iUi''p~g'ort !';
by the Jo.pariose and-att:n:o;•ed to -tA~~r Army w~p:urma.
ere reported to ha~-e· shipped some)03"of' theso"t,frls
11

le.rly in. :May oi' 1942 Japanese ar.;ents ax-rived in Korea for
the purpose of enliatini; Koren.n i;irh for 11 oa:ni'ort 11orvice'' in no-wly
conquered Ja.po.nesi;, territories 1n Southenst .A.siD. • The no.turo of tl1is
"service" W£>;S not specified but it we.a nsaumed to be vmrl: con:.:iected
l'fith visitini; the wounded in hospitals, rollinr; bondai;es, ond
genere.lly maki..'1~ the soldiers ho.pp~··
~he inducement ueed by" these
a.i;ents was plenty o.f money, cm opportunity to pC'~' off the ft.uily
debts, oa11y ;wrk, did the prospect of' t. uew lilL in a ne'f< land Sin;:;aporo. On the bo.sia of thesu f.:.lso rorresel!t.:<tions t:SJ.JJ' ;;irls ;
enlisted for ov0rseas duty and wtJru rcrrnrded with o.n ~dva."1c<J of u ;
fovr hundrod ;,·Em.
The majority of tho r;irla wure i[J:lOront tll1d uncduc"'.ted,
elthou,:h a :fow had toun connocted with 11 oldest profeanior,
~-oforQ.
Tho contract tl10'.' sit,nod. bound t!°'.l'l.' to•••\ri:t::; n."'c'" .....
wor'" for tho "house i:10.st0r 11 ?or h period~offra:l s"
yoar d€lpen<lin'. on· th'' fe'Jiil:'c_~~-~~f.l'ol.~~~.~J-1C'J
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Approxilllately 800 of these sirls 'rm?'.9 raoruited in thb
ranm1er icnd ,the~' landed with tlrnir Jnro.noso 11 house ruast0r" at RD.l.t"OO
t1.round Au:·;u'si; 20th$ 1D42. The:• camo iu r;i-oups of from ei··ht to ~' n
twen'bf-::trT<:>o, Fr0i1J. hero they wart. distributed to various p~.rtl'I ot'
BuI'lllll.·, usually to fair sized towns noar Japanese .Anny Orul\)S.
Eventually four of thesG Un.its rea.ohed the Myitkyinn vicinity. Th(ff
were1 Kyoeii Kinsui, £lakushinro, und Yamoya.. The Kyooi houee n.a
oo.llod thu "Maruyema Club11 , but was chn.nged when the r;irls re~ohed 1
Myitlcyina o.e Col, Maruyuma, oonunander of the garrison at ~rit!cyina, ;.
objoctod to ·,the sllitilarity to his n:e.ue.

PERSONALITY 1

.,

.:

The interrogo.tiona 8hoW the average Koroan 11 oomfort ijirl11
to be nbout; tlfent.r ti.w yenrs old, uneduontod, childish, whu.usioal,
and selfish.~ She ill not pretty either ey Japanese or C?.uond.:i.n
atnnda.rds • .·she i i .1.noli:ned to bo egotistical end likes to talk
about herael'f, Heir attitude in front of strti.ngors iii quiet and
danure, but ahe •:imawa the wil,H1 of a wcman. 11 She olaime to
dislike her "profasaion• and would ra..thor not to.lk either El.bout it
or her family. B~oa.use of tho kind treatment she reooi ved as e.
·prisoner frCJD. .Aana:rioo.n aoldiere at Myitkyina. and Ledo, aho feel•
.1- th.n.t they ~~ _11\Q,ro_ ~~ti()9.8.!.1:l':an Japanese soldiers. Sh?v t'!
~ ....
afraid of Ohineae and Indian tro0pli • ~·
--~·"' .j.._ ·
·

-·~"'

LIVD:W .Alm WORKING CONDITIONSt
In :t.Vitlcy"i:na 'the i;irla wero usually quarto~d in ~: lnr~
two 11toey hciuse (usually-.: .aohooI building) 'With a aorarato roan
f~r ee.oh girl. There each eirl lived, slept, and tronse.oted
buaineas.
;rn llyitlcyine:. their food we.a prepared by and purohaaod
frcm the 9 ho:use m&.ster• as they received no regular ration. from
the Japanese: AriiU ,, They lhed in noa.r-luxury in ~ in
oanparison t~ other plaoea. Thia 'WU eapeoia.lly true of their.

seoond yea.r in.Bu:nn.a. Th&)' lived well beoause th&ir tood and
ma.teri8ll lnla not heavily rationed. and they ha.d plenty of mon(1,2'.
With ldiioh to pul'ohue desired artiolea. Thay Yere 11.ble to
bey oloth• shoes, cigarettes, and oosmetion to SUppla:uont tho
ma.~ Gift• 'gt''ten to t):ltG by aoldiera 'Who ~d 1-,oei'Yed tf cx:mf'ort
· ba.ga• fran h(me •
,·
~_' lniiJ.e in Burma they amu11ed the1Jladn11 by partioipnting
i' .;. in aport11 eventa nth both ~tioers t.nd menJ end attended
pionioa, ent&rt&.inmenta, and aooi&l dinner11. T:hey had e. phano, "· · graphJ and h('the·tovm.a they ·~re allowed 1io r,o ehoppin~.

Tho oon!liti~ under llhioh they transacted business
J..nz~h and in oon:;uted a.reaa rer;ulatious
' ware atriotly enforood. The .~ !'ound it neoeuo.ry in <;:on.~;estod
were reg\l.lAted by tho
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·-tothe••ttay"nreowrnight
aeni;e 111.i.oee in Oentra.l llum1..
tgr
In
~tf )l'Cll•

20 to SO ninutelS

ro
30

to 40 tiinuto11
to 40 minutoe

01."fioera were c..llowod

~itkyina Ool. Maru:rere

.~·11.Uhed tho p ri.001 •to almott .Qne•hdf of tho nerage price.

.: SCEiI>UID •

. ~l:.,

i'he

•o_ldiere of't8!1 ocqi lainod 1.bout oonges"tion in the
hOW1ee. Cb mllJl¥ ocoe.siona they lt'Qre not eervod and had to l-0:iTIJ
u the f..nny 1l'alJ nry IJtl'iot about overstaying lea.'915.
In order to
· ·-overoooie this prGbltlll the .lmy set a.side certain day11 for certain
.. UJli ts • Usual l.y two meii tran the unit tor the dll.y were 11ta tio::iod
-at the house t.o identit,r aoldierat. A roTing ).{P was also on hr.nd
to keep order• FollOWinG is the eohedule used ~' the"J!Yoe191 houae
for the va.riouG \mits of the 18th Division l'lhile at l:!aymyoa
0

Sunda:y ~-----Monday ...---~--Tuesday •~---Wedne•dii.r -----

18th Div", Hdql! • Sta.l'f
Cavalry
Engineers
Day off nnd weekly physi.on.l exam.
T:\iursday -------- Medics
Friday .:;, ______ Mountain artillery

Saturday ---..... ~-- Transport
Officers were allowed "to ocme oovcn nic;hte a week. The :;irla
oaaplained that even with tho schedule conbestion WnB so GreEt that
they could not oare tor all guests., thus oa:..!sillr: ill fo6lin;:: ouon:::;
~of the.soldiers.
Soldiers. would come to the house, pay the price !!.Ild ~t
oo.rdbOard about two inchoS aqua.re with the rrico Ol~
the left side end the name of the house on tho othor siuo. Each
eoldier 1 s identity or re.nk WD.i! then esto.blished a.ftcr whioh he
•tool:: his turn 1n line" i The girls woro allowed the p:reror;:itivo
of r&fua in~ e. oustwer. This was oi'ten done i f the person ll'ere
too drunk.

ti.okotn

Of

PAY .A.ll_l?_g_vnm COl!_DITIOliS•

l'b.e .. houue tio:ater 11 received fifty to sixt;~r per cont o.f
'the. ~irls' gross earninr;s dep®dinG on how :r.1uch of a dubt 6::1.Ch
· c;irl had :incu:tTed llhc.n she signed hElr contract. Thia meant tho.t
tn an avr;,ra.ge month a i;irl :woi.:.ld ~roes J.bout fiftoon hu;id.rod ran.
She turned over seven hundred and fii'ty to the 1tnw.Bter". u. . n~·
11
]ll(\sters 11 made life very difficult for tho i:;irls ';yy charr;in:: thar.i
hii;h prices for food and other articles,
In the lattor part of 1913 tho ..\.rmy ias'.lcd or'..loJ,"s th:c.t
Mrtn.in Girla who had pe.id t):lo:i.r dobt could return :ia;;i.u. Sorn; of:
the i~irls were thus allowed to . roturi;;. to Korea.

Th~ ·. inforrogations p.lr;tlier shP"fliiho.t tho Ji"&EYth
th~~o
girls Wl\6 GOOd. f'hey wer:e "W~H auppHaO. Vrith'~ll t~TeS of
oontrncoptive1r} en<l o:rtc.ri)6d"f,liors •• iI8:U:l:~ b:rin'; their own l'tlioh

o.f
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had buen suppliod by thu S.:rnl;}' • They were woll truined in loo1:i11,,
ai'tortboth the1,\selvos and cus:tamors in tho matter ol' ~r ,0iao. A"
re, .ul£'.r Japu.neao Arm:; doctor visited the houoos onoo a >rn :J: and
a:1y ~·;irl found dis-0ased wo.s givon troatms11t, secludod, and eventuf'..ll~r suat to a hospital. This same procedl.!-re W'J.O carried on
vrithin tho ranb of th0 Ancy itsotr:. but it is int~fosfin-- to
noto that a soldier did not losll pa.:·· duri.112; the.periodhe,,was
confined •

.~f~T.I_C!ES TO JAPANESE SOLDIERS a
In their relations vri th tho Japanose oi'ficors end ;.ion
any consequenco crunu out of interro~·:atioas.
Thay were those of Col. J!aruye.mn, cor.nna.nder of the ~arrison at
1:;rit~~rba, nnd Maj.Gen. Mi.tukruni, who broujlt in rei.ni'orccii;1cmts. \
Th(J two were exact opposites. Tho former was hard, selfish and I
npulsive with no consideration for his menJ the latter a. ~;cod, !
l:ind mnn and a fine aoldier, with tho utmost consideration for
thos o wh0 wo riced under h:im •
The Co lonu 1 wns a constant ha;J i tue
of the houses while tho General was ne-.ror known to havo visited
than.
lfith the fall oi' A:yitkyine. 1 Col. hlaruyama supposedly
desorted ~hile Gen. Mitukruni11 oanmitted suicide beoauso hci could
not e va.cua't~ tho men iiJl
onl~r two namee of

_____

SOLDIERS t RE!CTIONS1
---·-·
,

l
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The avurac;e Jepanes.e soldier is enbarrassed about beinc;
seen in a 11 0C111fort house" a.coortlin.:; to one of tho :;irls vrho a&ia,
wwhon the oplace is paolrod he is apt to bo ashamed i f he ho.a to
.w0:it in line for hie turn•. However there were numerous
instanCUIS Of propoBalS
marriaE;tJ and in oertati; caaeS. IllO.r:fiat;es
actually took plnoo.

of

J.11 the e;irls ai;re<,d that the worllt officers and men
who earn() to see them were those who were drunk end leavin,·; :lbr th-0
front the· followlng; day. Jut all likewise agre0d that -0von though
very drunk the Japanese l!oldier never discussed military 111atters
or aecrots with them. Though the ;;irls mif.,ht start the oonvursa.tion ubout acmo military matter the officer or enlisted man would
not talk, bqt would in faot 11 aooltl us for ~isoussinr; such un-la<ly
li)::e uubjeo:ts. Even Col. Maruyama. When druu.1< would never discuss
such r.1ntter&. 11
The soldiers would ofter.. expres.s how muoh they enjoyud
r-0ceivin:; ma;Gat:ines, letters and nowapo.purs from hoow. The'f also
mentioned the receipt of "oooifort ba'.:s'' fHled with cairned .~~oodsj
ffill.[.O:··,ill'-B 1 soap, handkerchief's, toothbrush, miniature doll,
lipstic!:, o.nd woodon clo;s. Tho lipstick tmd clo;;s wore .,
de.;.·ini tc..ly feminine and tho [;irls couldn t t understand wny tho.
rc•ople at haue were sendin[~ such articleu. They spo01.1leto'd t:ie.t
t>o !l(Gder could onl~r hnvE.: had thems.cilvos or the "nativu ;·,irls 11
b r·ind.
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their rctruat and capture.
•mrtr. not:in[;s

There is howc-vor s01n.e. infor.:ta.tion

.. . !1 In tJ10 initial uttacl: on J:::·itlc:'ina und the: air strip
f'.',,,ut two' hundr,,;1 Japa:n(,:;e died i:1 buttle • lotcvin~, c.·_·u11t two
l:u;;di·od t,o clofornl t~10 town. Ammunition was vor·.- low.
11

co1. :i.~aroyu£1C. a.'l.'sperk8c11rti::

:<f.i:::. •·

Durit1 : "~110 touowl:n:,

cb~· s t!w onony wore shootin~'ho.phirzardly uvGr;_rvrhoro ~
It ·nas a w:u:it·~
si;1v, they didn 1 t Sfl(,l!1. to a;in at any pA.rticulur thinf;.
Tho

Japi1.noso soldiers on t!1..: othor hand had orders to :f'ire one shot
e.t e. tirne and only wli.<•n they we1'c sur~ of a. hi t. 11

.~'afore thu enemi att1cked on tho wor;t air strip,
soldiers stutioued around :!.zy'itkyina woro dispatched olsuvriiere
to stcu
Allied attack i?: the Horth and Wost. A:Yout four
hu:~drod r.10r: were loft bohind, lar~elv i'ram the ll'!th Ro--:i;,Knt.
~vidontly ·Cql. !i:iruynma did not o~~,o~:t the town to b.o ut:tacb.Hl.
L2.tor !ilij.: Gar., hlitul:runi oi' tho 5Gth. Di'dsion b:tou~~ht in
r0inforcor:ient5 oi' more than two ru:;:imenfa; but thuso, woro t\Iltl.t>l!:J
to hold the town.•

tho

It was the conconsus omonG the '~ir:ls that All:iud
bcu')inz;s wero intense and frit;htonin;r, .and boc:rn:io of thom they
spont most of thoir ll'.St days in foxholes• · Ono or two even
cc.rriud. on work thero.
Tho comf'ort houses were bow'c•od and
st.veral of the girls wore woundod and killed.

Tho st.ory c•f the retreat o.nd final oapturf.l of the
comfort cirls 11 is llClr.lOWhut 'Va~O and confused in their. crvrn
L1inds. Frol1l vnriouD roports it eppours that tho i'ollowfu~;
oocurroda ·on th<0 nir;ht of July 31st a purty of eb:ty thr00
p ucip lo inoludin:-; tho n comfort ;,irlan of three houses (fl al::uahir.ro was niori;ed with Kinsui), ftunilhs, and holperc, started
across tho Irrawaddy RiVl;lr in Smo.11 boats. The)~ OVD~J.tunlly
landed sar.iewhore noe.r WainqnaYT. They stayed theru u.ntil
;.ui·:ust 4thi but nevor eatered Wain[1!111W. From theru they
foll<1wod b thepn th of a e;roup of soldiers until .A.u:~ust 7th
w:1ort thoro wno o. skinnish with tho vnemy ri..."id tho po.rt:r split
up. The r.lrls vrnrf; or<lercd to follow tho aolrlioro. u.f't«r 11
throu hour intorvn.l. 'l'huy did. tl::ia O)'.\l.Z to fi1,d t:w;:'!iulv,,,s <rtho ha.nk of' 11 riVGr with no s:in.1 of tho :::ol<liors or rill:' 1,o:u1s
of crosoin.~.; Thuy rom;).ined in n no.~by l:.oun•J until .\u;·;ust lOt:~
..-rhen thoy vrero corturod by K:u·hin sol·lioro loµ :-::,' ''n En ,lish
o''i'.l<l"r.. Th<N wera t'lbm to :.•';i.tl::yinn. ;:i.nu t:tvn to tlw V'<lo
!!'tod:-udo wlrnr'~ tlw jont.urroi~·d·i~ni: "IC\i<:h !'oh;, t::u ~eta i::; of t;1i:::
rol'qrt t.ook J'luc1 .•
11
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UNITED STATES
OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
Psychological \i\'arfare Team
Attached to
U.S. Army Forces
India~Burma Theater
APO 689
Japanese Prisoner
ofWar Interrogation
Report No. 49.

Place interrogated: Ledo Stockade
Date Interrogated: Aug. 20 - Sept. 10, 1944
Date of Report: October 1, 1944
By: T/3 Alex Yorichi
Prisoners: 20 Korean Comfort Girls
Date of Capture: August 10, 1944
Date of Arrival: August 15, 1944
at Stockade

PREFACE
This report is based on the information obtained from the interrogation of
twenty Korean "comfortgirls" a.nd two Japanese civilians captured around
the tenth of August, 1944 in the mopping up operations after the fall of
Myitkyin a in Burma.
The report shows how the Japanese recruited these Korean "comfort girls", the
conditions under which they lived and worked, their relations with and reaction
to the Japanese soldier, and their understanding of the military situation.
A "comfort girl" is nothing more than a prostitute or "professional camp
follower" attached to the Japanese Army for the benefit of the soldiers. The
word "comfort girl" is peculiar to the Japanese. Other reports show the
"comfort girls" have been found wherever it was necessary for the Japanese
Army to fight. This report however deals only with the Korean "comfort girls"
recruited by the Japanese and attached to their Army in Burma. The Japanese.
are reported to have shipped some 703 of these girls to Burma in 1942.

RECRUITING;
Early in May of 1942 Japanese agents arrived in Korea for the purpose of
enlisting Korean girls for "comfort service" in newly conquered Japanese
territories in Southeast Asia. The nature of this "service" was not specified
23

but it was assumed to be work connected with visiting the wounded in
hospitals, rolling bandages, and generally making the soldiers happy. The
inducement used by these agents was plenty of money, an opportunity to pay
off the family debts, easy work, and the prospect of a new life in a new land,
Singapore. On the basis of these false representations many girls enlisted
for overseas duty and were rewarded with an advance of a few hundred yen.
The majority of the girls were ignorant and uneducated, although a few had
been connected with "oldest profession on earth" before. The contract they
signed bound them to Army regulations and to war for the "house master
" for a period of from six months to a year depending on the family debt
·
for which they were advanced ...
Approximately 800 of these girls were recruited in this manner and they
landed with their Japanese "house master " at Rangoon around August
20'\ 1942. They came in groups of from eight to twenty-two. From here
they were distributed to various parts of Burma, usually to fair sized towns
near Japanese Army camps.
Eventually four of t}iese units reached the Myitkyina. They were, K:yoei,
Kinsui, Bakushinro,· and Momoya. The Kyoei house was called the
"Maruyama Club", but was changed when the girls reached Myitkyina as
Col.Maruyama, commander of the garrison at Myitkyina, objected to the
similarity to his name.

LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS;
In M yitkyina the girls were usually quartered in a large two story house
(usually a school building) with a separate room for each girl. There each girl
lived, slept, and transacted business. In Myitkina their food was prepared by
and purchased from the «house master" as they received no regular ration
from the Japanese Army. They lived in near-luxury in Burma in comparison
to other places. This was especially true of their second year in Burma. They
lived well because their food and materialwas not heavily rationed and they
had plenty of money with which to purchase desired articles. They were
able to buy cloth, shoes, cigarettes, and cosmetics to supplement the many
gifts given to them by soldiers who had received "comfort bags" from home.
While in Burma they amused themselves by participating in sports events
with both officers and men, and attended picnics, entertainments, and
social dinners. They had a phonograph and in the towns they were allowed
to go shopping.

PRIOR SYSTEM;
The conditions under which they transacted business were regulated by
the Army, and in congested areas regulations were strictly enforced. The
Army found it necessary in congested areas to install a system of prices,
priorities, and schedules for the various units operating in a particular
areas. According to interrogations the average system was as follows:

PERSONALITY;
The interrogations show the average Korean "comfort girl" to be about
twenty-five years old, uneducated, childish, and selfish. She is not pretty
either by Japanese of Caucasian standards. She is inclined to be egotistical
and likes to talk about hersel£ Her attitude in front of strangers is quiet and
demure, but she "knows the wiles of a woman." She claims to dislike her
"profession" and would rather not talk either about it or her family. Because
of the kind treatment she received as a prisoner from American soldiers at
Myitkyina and Ledo, she feels that they are more emotional than Japanese
soldiers. She is afraid of Chinese and Indian troops.

1. Soldiers

10 AM to 5 PM

2. NCOs
3. Officers

5PMto9PM
9 PM to 12 PM

1.50 yen 20 to 30 minutes
3.00 yen 30 to 40 minutes
5.00 yen

30 to 40 minutes

These were average prices in Central Burma. Officers were allowed to stay
overnight for twenty yen. In Myitkyina Col. Maruyama slashed the prices
to almost one-half of the average price.

SCHEDULES;
The soldiers often complained about congestion in the houses. In many
situations they were not served and had to leave as the army was very strict
about overstaying. In order to overcome this problem the Army set aside
, ,.,\
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certain days for certain units. Usually two men from the unit for the day
were stationed at the house to identify soldiers. A roving MP was also on
hand to keep order. Following is the schedule used by the "Kyoei" house
for the various units of the 18•h Division while at N aymyo.
Sunday

18th

Monday

Cavalry
Engineers

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Div. Hdqs. Staff

Day off and weekly physical exam.
Medics
Mountain artilli:;ry
Transport

Officers were, allowed to come seven nights a week. The girls complained
that even with the schedule congestion was so great that they could not care
for all guests, thus causing ill feeling among many of the soldiers.
Soldiers would come to the house, pay the price and get tickets 9f cardboard
about two inches sqµare with the prior on the left side and the name of the
house on the other side. Each soldier's identity or rank was then established
after which he "took his turn in line". The girls were allowed the prerogative
of refusing a customer. This was often done if the person were too drunk.

PAY AND LIVING CONDITIONS;
The "house ma.ster" received fifty to sixty per cent of the girls' gross
earnings depending on how much of a debt each girl had incurred when
she signed her contract. This meant that in an average month a girl would
gross about fifteen hundred yen. She turned over seven hundred and fifty
to the "master". Many "masters" made life very difficult for the girls by
charging them high prices for food and other articles.
In the latter part of 1943 the Army issued orders that certain girls who had
paid their debt could return home. Some of the girls were thus allowed to
return to Korea.
The interrogations further show that the health of these girls was good.
They were well supplied with all types of contraceptives, and often soldiers
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would bring their own which had been supplied by the army. They were
well trained in looking after both themselves and customers in the matter
of hygiene. A regular Japanese Army doctor visited the houses once a week
and any girl found diseased was given treatment, secluded, and eventually
sent to a hospital. This same procedure was carried on within the ranks of
the Army itself, but it is interesting to note that a soldier did not lose pay
during the period he was confined.

REACTIONS TO JAPANESE SOLDIERS;
In their relations with the Japanese officers and men only two names ofany
consequence came out ofinterrogations. 'fheywere those ofCol. Maruyama,
commander of the garrison at Myitkyina and Maj. Gen.Mizukami, who
brought in reinforcements. The two were exact opposites. The former was
hard, selfish and repulsive with no consideration for his men; the latter a
good, kind man and a fine soldier, with the utmost consideration for those
who worked under him. The Colonel was a constant habitue of the houses
while the General was never known to have visited them. With the fall of
Myitkyina, Col. Maruyama supposedly deserted while Gen. Mizukami
committed suicide becausy he could not evacuate the men.

SOLDIERS REACTIONS;
The average Japanese soldier is embarrassed about being seen in a "comfort
house" according to one of the girls who said, "when the place is packed he
is apt to be ashamed if he has to wait in line for his turn". However there
were numerous instances of proposals of marriage and in certain cases
marriages actually took place.
All the girls agreed that the worst officers and men who came to see them
were those who were drunk and leaving for the front the following day. But
all likewise agreed that even though very drunk the Japanese soldier never
discussed military matters or secrets with them. Though the girls might
start the conversation about some military matter the officer or enlisted
man would not talk, but would in fact "scold us for discussing such unladylike subjects. Even Col. Maruyama when drunk would never discuss
such matters."
The soldiers would often express how much they enjoyed receiving
magazines, letters and newspapers from home. They also mentioned
27

the receipt of "comfort bags" filled with canned goods, magazines, soap,
handkerchiefs, toothbrush, miniature doll, lipstick, and wooden clothes.
· The lipstick and cloths were feminine and the girls couldn't understand
why the people at home were sending such articles. They speculated that
the sender could only have had themselves or the "native girls".

MILITARY SITUATION;
"In the initial attack on Myitleyna and the airstrip about two hundred
Japanese died in battle, leaving about two hundred to defend the town.
Ammunition was very low.
"C,ol. Maruyama dispersed his men. During the following days the enemy
were shooting haphazardly everywhere. It was a waste since they didn't
seem.to aim at any particular thing. The Japanese soldiers on the other
hand had orders to fire one shot at a time and only when they were sure
of a hit."
Before the enemy attacked on the west airstrip, soldiers stationed around
Myitkyina were dispatched elsewhere, to storm the Allied attack in the
North and West. About four hundred men were left behind, largely from
the 1141h Regiment. Evidently Col. Maruyama did not expect the town to
be attacked. Later Maj. Gen. Mizukami of the 56•h Division brought in
reinforcements of more than two regiments but these were unable to hold
the town.

It was the consensus among the girls that Allied bombings were intense
and frightening and because of them they spent most of their last days in
foxholes. One or two even carried on work there. The comfort houses were
bombed and several of the girls were wounded and killed.

RETREAT AND CAPTURE;
The story of the retreat and final capture of the "comfort girls" is somewhat
vague and confused in their own minds. From various reports it appears
that the following occurred: on the night ofJuly 31" a party of sixty three
people including the "comfort girls" of three houses (Bakushinro was
merged with Kinsui), families, and helpers, started across the Irrawaddy
River in small boats. They eventually landed somewhere near Waingmaw,
They stayed there until August 4t\ btit never entered Waingmaw. From
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there they followed in the path of a group of soldiers until August Jth when
there was a skirmish with the enemy and the party split up. The girls were
ordered to follow the soldiers after three-hour interval. They did this only
to find themselves on the bank of a river with no sign of the soldiers or
any mea ns of crossing. They remained in a nearby house until August
lQ•h when they were captured by Kaahin soldiers led by an English officer.
They were taken to Myitleyina and then to the Ledo stockade where the
interrogation which form the basis of this report took place.

REQUESTS
None of the girls appeared to have heard the loudspeaker used at Myitkyina
but very did overhear the soldiers mention a "radio broadcast."
They asked that leaflets telling of the capture of the "comfort girls" should
not be used for it would endanger the lives of other girls if the Army knew
of their capture. They did think it would be a good idea to utilize the fact
of their capture in any droppings planned for Korea.
<End of Exhibit C>
This report corroborates well with writings by Hata(1999). The Korean
womeri reported they were recruited bypri~ate se~tor agents with a promise
of good income and prospect of a new life in a new land without any
specific description of the nature of work, other than the work is related
to provide services to the soldiers. Some were attracted by the possibility
of being able to pay off their family debts. Hence they entered into an
agreement by signing a contract to work for a House Master for a period
of six months to a year, depending on the amount of advance payment
received. 23
The report goes on to say these women lived a rather luxurious life. They
purchased clothes, shoes, cosmetics; all with their money received as gifts
from soldiers. They enjoyed picnics and parties with soldiers, and were
allowed to go shopping into town. The work hours were regulated from
10 AM to 12 PM, but Wednesdays were designated as holidays, and for
medical checkups. In addition, women were allowed to refuse services

23

U.S. Office of War Information (1944), p.l.in Exhibit D.
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Summary of Professor Park Yuba's Book "Comfort Women of the Empire"

Professor Park Yuha

Preface
I first confronted the comfort women issue in 1991. It was near the end of my study in
Japan. As a volunteer I was translating former Korean comfort women's testimonies for
NHK. When I returned to South Korea, Kim Young-sam was the president, and Korean
nationalism was on the rise. The anti-Japan lobby "Korean Council for the Women
Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan" or "Chong Dae Hyup") in Korean was
gaining momentum. Its leader said publicly it was determined to discredit Japan for
the next 200 years. I regained my interest in this issue in the early 2000's when I heard
that Chong Dae Hvup was confining surviving comfort women in a nursing home called
"House of Nanumu." The only time these women were allowed to talk to outsiders was
when Chong Dae Hyup needed them to testify for UN interrogators or U.S. politicians.
But I was allowed to talk to them one day in 2003. One of the women (Bae Chun-hee)
told me she reminisced the romance she had with a Japanese soldier and the sorrow when
he died in combat. She said she hated her father who sold her. She also told me that
women there didn't like being coached by Chong Dae Hyup to give false testimonies but
had to obey Chong Dae Hyup's order. When Japan offered compensation through Asian
Women's Fund in 1995, about 60 former Korean comfort women defied Chong Dae
Hyup's order and accepted compensation. Those 60 women were vilified as traitors. Their
names and addresses were published in newspapers as prostitutes by Chong Dae Hyup,
and they had to live the rest of their lives in disgrace. So the surviving women
were terrified of Chong Dae Hyup and wouldn't dare to defy again.

1. The origin of comfort women
With Japan's victory in Sino-Japanese war (1894 - 1895) the Korean Peninsula was no
longer under the control of China. As Japanese military personnels and male workers
began to spend time in Korea, women (mostly from Nagasaki and Kumamoto poor
families) followed to comfort them.
2. Korean comfort women
After Korea became part ofJapan in 1910, ethnic Korean women (Japanese citizens) also
became comfort women. By 1920's Japanese women along with Korean women traveled
abroad to comfort Japanese men and ethnic Korean men there.
3. Comfort women and female troops
Although women were working as prostitutes, some of them accumulated enough savings
to lend money and rent places for secret meetings to men who were fighting for the
nation. That is why they were also called female troops ( ~~ T • ) and they took certain
pride in their contribution.
4. Comfort stations
Comfort women system was not created suddenly by Japanese military in 1930's. At first
Japanese military licensed existing prostitution houses in Manchuria as comfort stations.
As Japan advanced into China and Southeast Asia, more comfort stations were needed.
So Japanese military commissioned prostitution brokers to recruit more women and
create more comfort stations. Japanese brokers recruited Japanese women in Japan. They
owned and operated comfort stations employing Japanese women. Korean
brokers recruited Korean women in Korea. They owned and operated comfort stations
employing Korean women. (See footnote *3, *4)
5. Two types of comfort women
There were two types of comfort women. (1) Japanese, Korean and Taiwanese
women (all Japanese citizens) - They were not coerced by Japanese military. (2) Local
women in the battlefields (Dutch women in Indonesia, Filipino women in the Philippines,
etc.) These two types should have been treated differently. But when the comfort women
became an issue in the early 1990's, all women who provided sex to Japanese military
were treated uniformly, and that created a big confusion.
6. The Myth "Korean comfort women were coerced by Japanese military"
The Korean woman who first claimed this in the early 1990's belonged to Chongsindae
during the war. Chongsindae (also called Teishintai in Japanese) was a group of teenage
girls conscripted by Japanese military. They worked in factories to manufacture military
equipments and uniforms. Since she was conscripted, she thought comfort women were

also conscripted. It wasn't that she fabricated the story. It was an innocent mistake on her
part. When I examined initial testimonies of former Korean comfort women, none of
them claimed she was coercively taken away by Japanese military. (Japanese military
was NOT in Korea) But some of them were recruited on false pretenses by Korean
brokers.
7. The Myth "200,000 young girls were coerced by Japanese military"
Two hundred thousand was the number of factory workers conscripted. About 150,000 of
them were Japanese and 50,000 were Koreans. Common misunderstanding in the West of
"200,000 young girls were coerced by Japanese military" arose because Asahi Shimbun
mistook factory workers for comfort women in August 11th, 1991 article. The estimates
of comfort women numbers vary from 20,000 to 70,000 depending on the historians.
Most comfort women were Japanese, Koreans and Taiwanese, and they were recruited by
brokers, not by Japanese military. Most comfort women were not teenage girls but were
in their 20's and 30's
8. Japanese military and Korean comfort women
Korean comfort women worked in kimono using Japanese names. Lower ranked soldiers
committing violence to women were punished by higher ranked officers. Korean comfort
station owners exploiting Korean women were also punished. Comfort women attended
sports events, picnics and social dinners with both officers and men. They were
also allowed to go shopping in towns.
9. Korean prostitution brokers
There is no evidence to support that Japanese military permitted Korean prostitution
brokers to lie or use violence when recruiting Korean women or operating comfort
stations. In fact there are documents which indicate that Japanese military sent orders to
police in Korea to crack down on Korean brokers who engage in illegal recruiting. So if
one wants to use the term "sex slaves" to describe former Korean comfort women, they
were sex slaves of Korean brokers. They were not sex slaves of Japanese military.
Japanese military personnels visited comfort stations only as customers. A diary written
by a Korean comfort station manager was discovered in 2012, and it makes it clear that
Korean brokers not only recruited women in the Korean Peninsula but also owned and
operated comfort stations employing Korean women. And Korean women were treated
badly by Korean brokers according to the memoir written by a former Korean comfort
woman. Japanese and Taiwanese women worked at comfort stations owned and operated
by Japanese brokers and were treated much better. That is why we hear little or no
complaint from former Japanese and Taiwanese comfort women. Again, the common
perception in the West that Japanese military operated comfort stations is incorrect.
10. Japan-Korea Annexation Treaty of1910
Official Korean representatives did sign the treaty, and treaty documents do exist. So this
treaty is legally binding.

11. Japan-South Korea Treaty of 1965
1965 Japan-South Korea Treaty was concluded to decide how to distribute assets.
Japanese government asked South Korean government during treaty negotiation to
identify and separate individual claims from the treaty because Japanese government
wanted to make sure victims received compensation by delivering compensation directly
to them. South Korean government declined, accepted the entire sum of 800 million
dollars in place of its citizens and spent all of it on infrastructures and so on. Therefore it
is not reasonable for South Korean government to keep asking for additional
compensation from Japan.
(Note: Korean victims recently sued South Korean government claiming that 300 million
of the 800 million dollars were meant for them)
12. Kono Statement in 1993
Kono Statement did not acknowledge that Japanese military coerced them. Therefore,
there is no need to revise Kono Statement.
13. Asian Women's Fund
Asian Women's Fund was established by Japanese government in 1995. (Compensation
came with a letter of apology from Prime Minister of Japan) Although Korean women
were not coerced by Japanese military and all individual claims were settled in 1965
Japan-South Korea Treaty, Japanese government still offered additional compensation to
Korean women through Asian Women's Fund as a good gesture. Ironically every nation
involved except South Korea accepted compensation through Asian Women's Fund and
reconciled with Japan. (Note: South Korean government and Korean women wanted to
accept Asian Women's Fund as well, but the anti-Japan lobby 'Chong Dae Hyup'
threatened Korean women not to accept Japan's apology and compensation so that it
could continue its anti-Japanese propaganda campaign. So most Korean women could not
accept Japan's apology and compensation.)
14. Why has it been so difficult to resolve this issue only with South Korea?
The anti-Japan lobby Chong Dae Hyup opposed Asian Women's Fund, claiming it did
not go through a legislation vote in the House. But considering all individual claims were
settled in 1965 Japan-South Korea Treaty, a cabinet member decision was the best
Japanese government could do. Chong Dae Hyup has had a very close relationship with
North Korea. The real reason why Chong Dae Hyup opposed Asian Women's Fund
was because it wanted to use the comfort women issue to block reconciliation between
Japan and South Korea. Japan-South Korea discord is precisely what North Korea wants.
The dynamics of South Korean politics is very difficult for foreigners to grasp.
15. World's view
Instead ofreconciling with Japan by accepting Japan's apology and compensation, Chong
Dae Hyup ('=;North Korea) and its U.S. affiliate KACE have appealed to the world by

dragging former Korean comfort women (now in their 80's and 90's) around the world as
exhibitions. UN reports such as Coomaraswamy Report and U.S. House Resolution 121
were issued based solely on materials provided by the Korean lobby. Most Western
media and scholars fell for Chong Dae Hyup's (North Korean) propaganda and believe
"200,000 young girls including Koreans were coercively taken away by Japanese
military." This view is not based on facts. And Korean women were not coerced by
Japanese military because the Korean Peninsula was not the battlefield and therefore
Japanese military was NOT in Korea. The comfort women issue remains only with
South Korea because Chong Dae Hyup refuses to accept Japan's apology and continues to
spread the false claim of "200,000 young girls including Koreans were coerced by
Japanese military" throughout the world. Chong Dae Hyup is a very powerful special
interest group in South Korea, and Korean politicians are scared to defy it. Chong Dae
l"!v:!!l2 has no interest in the welfare of former Korean comfort women. Its goal is to
discredit Japan and to block reconciliation between Japan and South Korea.
16. Empires and comfort women
The United States has military bases all over the world. And wherever U.S. military bases
are located, there are women who provide sex to U.S. military personnels. It is ironic
that the United States keeps coming up with resolutions to criticize Japan and comfort
women statues keep going up in the U.S.
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Footnote: Professor Park Yuha's book "Comfort Women of the Empire" was banned from
publishing in South Korea. Professor Park is also being sued for defamation by anti-Japan
lobby and receives death threats from time to time. In South Korea, government often
uses anti-Japan lobby to hunt down people who speak out the inconvenient truth. It is
now very difficult for Professor Park to publish anything in Korea without being
persecuted, but her books can be purchased in other Asian countries.
http://scho larsinenglish. blogspot.jp/2014/1 O/former-korean-comfort-woman-munoku.html
(*2) The following is a U.S. military report. Except for the part where it says "Japanese
agents recruited women and Japanese housemasters operated comfort stations," this
report is accurate. It should have said "ethnic Korean agents recruited Korean women and
Korean housemasters operated comfort stations." The U.S. military interrogator should
have realized the ethnic Koreans (being Japanese nationals) used their Japanese
surnames.
http://ww2db.com/doc.php?q=l30
(*3) The following article reports that Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University had
recently discovered a diary written by a Korean comfort station manager. Professor Ahn

Byong Jik confirms in this article that Korean comfort women were recruited by
Korean prostitution brokers, not by Japanese military.
http://archive.today/ljcC4
The Korean comfort station manager's diary (available only in Korean and Japanese) can
be downloaded at the following site.
http://www.naksung.re.kr/xe/index.php ?mid=sepdate&document srl= 18 l 713&ckattempt
=1
(*4) The photo below is a recruitment ad in Korean newspaper Maeil Sinbo on October
27, 19~_4 b _ a Korean iostitution broker. There are more ads like this.
}-~1agff sfribo (Korean nei..vsi:ra
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(*5) The photo below is a record of how much a typical Korean comfort woman made.
(*6) The photo below is an article in Korean newspaper Dongailbo (%6}~12_ Jf!IR S $)
on August 31, 1939. It says, "About 100 Korean women were abducted by Korean
prostitution brokers but were rescued by Japanese military police." There are dozens
of articles like this. (other articles)

(*7) The photo below is an order sent by Japanese military to police in Korea to crack
down on Korean brokers who engage in illegal recruiting. Professor Y oshiaki
deliberately misrepresented this document as proof that Japanese military coerced Korean
women. Confronted by other scholars, Mr. Yoshimi admitted to Japanese media that he
lied, but he never did so to Western media. New York Times in its 2007 article used his
initial statement as proof that Japanese military coerced Korean women. Many scholars
have demanded New York Times to retract the article, but NYT has refused to do so.

(*8) The photo below is an article in Korean newspaper Kyunghyang Shinmun
(7<1 t>J:~ ~ Et~~Jflil'!) on June 6, 1977. It says that a female Korean prostitution broker
trafficked dozens of Korean comfort women to Rabaul, Papua New Guinea to provide
sex to Japanese soldiers there during World War II. It was common knowledge in South
Korea until 1970's that Korean prostitution brokers recruited Korean comfort women and
operated comfort stations, and no South Koreans contested that notion. Then Asahi
Shimbun published a series of fabricated articles in 1980's falsely accusing Japanese
military of abducting Korean comfort women. South Korean left ('=: North Korea)
thought this was a great opportunity to discredit Japan and block reconciliation between
Japan and South Korea. So it formed the anti-Japan lobby Chong Dae Hyup in 1990 and
created the comfort women issue.

1977.6.6 rul!JB:fl

(*9) The photo below shows the relationship between the anti-Japan lobby Chong Dae

Hyup (Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan) and
North Korea.

Asahi Shimbun (left-wing Japanese newspaper with close ties to North Korea) published
a series of fabricated articles on comfort women in 1980's. Based on these articles, the
anti-Japan lobby Chong Dae Hyup was formed in South Korea in 1990. Then out of
nowhere a woman named Kim Hak-sun came forward in 1991 and claimed she was
abducted by Japanese military. There is clear evidence (recorded tapes) that suggests she
was coached by Chong Dae Hyup to give false testimony. If Korean women: were indeed
abducted by Japanese military, it is rather odd that not a single woman claimed anything
for over 45 years after the end of World War IL Former South Korean President Roh
Tae-woo said in 1993 interview with Bungeishunju, "Asahi Shimbun created the comfort
women issue out of nothing, provoked Korean nationalism and infuriated Korean
people."
It is ironic that 99% of Westerners fell for Chong Dae Hyup's (North Korean)
propaganda and believe 200,000 young girls including Koreans were coerced by

Japanese military while the majority of South Korean scholars (Professor Park Yuha of
Sejong University, Professor Lee Y ong-hoon of Seoul University, Professor Ahn Byongjik of Seoul University, Professor Jun Bong-gwan of Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology, Professor Han Sung-jo of Korea University, Professor Lee Daegun of Sungkyunkwan University, Professor Choi Kei-ho of Kaya University, Professor
Oh Seon-hwa of Takushoku University, Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh of San Francisco
State University, etc.) and a good number of South Korean public agree that Japanese
military did not coerce Korean women and that the number of women (Dutch and
Filipino) coerced by Japanese military was less than a hundred. Westerners must realize
that North Korean and Chinese operatives are using the comfort women issue to
drive a wedge into U.S.-Japan-South Korea security partnership.
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"The Comfort Women" by Professor C. Sarah Sob

Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh was born in South Korea and graduated from So gang
University there. She received her Ph.D. in anthropology from University of Hawaii. She
is a professor of anthropology at San Francisco State University.

Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh

Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh's book "The Comfort Women" is available on Amazon.
http://www.amazon.com/The-Comfort-Women-Postcolonial-Sexuality/dp/0226767779
The following is an excellent book review.
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2009/05/10/books/book-reviews/continuingcontroversy-of-comfort-women/#. VLzLMpX9mcx

In this book, Professor Soh criticizes the South Korean activist group "Korean Council"
(also known as Chong Dae Hyup) for spreading North Korean propaganda and using the
comfort women issue to block reconciliation between Japan and South Korea. She insists
that Korean society must repudiate victimization, admit its complicity and accept that the
system was not criminal. She also argues that the case of a small number of Dutch and
Filipino women who were coerced by lower ranked Japanese soldiers in the battlefields
was an anomaly, and that most women (Japanese, Korean and Taiwanese) were recruited
and employed by prostitution brokers.

The following is an excerpt from her book "The Comfort Women." (Pages 10 - 11)

~-~~-~i-i!:tt:t_~W~ttdr~~Ji)Y,~HTkhh;td becohie "o\'Cf5(;'.;l5 prostitute£~~"' T~
• ~ 1;:hb WorKeii.~at~'i rist:.iurant in Sapporo, Japan, becnrne wlinr YunC~mg~tili:cr
_ .ca_Hs"indust;rial comfort wcHnen:' sen·ingKofean men wlmw~rbd!heit:~~~~
\Vhen the adnk entertainment husint'ss ih Kt:!fe~1 suff~redisa lisultpfthfGn:~1t Dcprcssfo11 of the t~pos, fr:rnait w-ork~ii uI'.ld};}usrpes'ti°lv.·tie~sini.:
gr;Jted tu c:hin~. By tl1e late 19-lO~ H:it capital n:fcnloni11l]{orea~Kp1n,gsong,
cc•

In this excerpt it says, "By 1920 some Korean women had become overseas
prostitutes. "Beginning in the early 1930's many Korean women were sold overseas to
labor as prostitutes. Dong-a-Ilbo, one of Korea's major daily newspapers dating from the
colonial days, reported on December 2, 1932, that about a hundred women a month were
sold to brothels in Osaka, Hokkaido, Sakhalin and Taiwan; this report predicted the largescale mobilization of Korean women to serve the troops through the 1930's up to 1945. In
fact, survivors' testimonials amply illustrate that during the war Korean men and women
actively collaborated in the recruitment of young compatriots to serve the Japanese
military and also ran comfort stations." In an interview with Professor Chunghee Sarah
Soh of San Francisco State University, a former Korean comfort woman Kim Sun-ok said
that she was sold by her parents four times.

Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.

Kim Sun-ok
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In an interview with Professor Park Yuha of Sejong University in South Korea, a former
Korean comfort woman Bae Chun-hee said that she hated her father who sold her.

Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.

Bae Chun-hee
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A former Korean comfort woman Mun Oku-chu said in her memoir:

"I was recruited by a Korean prostitution broker. I saved a considerable amount of
money."

According to Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh's book, Mun Oku-chu continued to work as
a prostitute in Korea after the war.
Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.

MunOk-chu
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In an interview with Korean newspaper The Hankyoreh (the artcile was published on
May 15th, 1991) a former Korean comfort woman Kim Hak-sun said that she was sold
by her mother.
In an interview with Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh of San Francisco State University,
Kim Hak-sun said that her mother sent her to train as a Geisha in Pyongyang before she
sold her.
Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.

KimHak-sun
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In an interview with Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University, a former Korean
comfort woman Kim Gun-ja said that she was sold by her adoptive father.

Yet she testified in 'front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.
Kim Gun-ja also testified in front of United States House Committee on Foreign Affairs
in 2007 and said she was abducted by Japanese military.

Kim Gun-ja
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In an interview with Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University, a former Korean
comfort woman Lee Yong-soo said that she and her friend Kim Pun-sun were recruited
by a Korean prostitution broker.
In an interview with Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh of San Francisco State
University, Lee Yong-soo said, "At the time I was shabbily dressed and wretched. On the
day I left home with my friend Pun-sun without telling my mother, I was wearing a black
skirt, a cotton shirt and wooden clogs on my feet. You don't know how pleased I was
when I received a red dress and a pair of leather shoes from a Korean recruiter."

Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.
Lee Yong-soo also testified in front of United States House Committee on Foreign
Affairs in 2007. She was told that she had five minutes to speak. She ignored the
instruction and went on for over one hour putting on a performance of crying and
screaming. Her false testimony resulted in the passage of United States House of
Representatives House Resolution 121.

Lee Yong-soo
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In an interview with Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University, a former Korean
comfort woman Kim Ok-sil said that she was sold by her father.
In an interview with Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh of San Francisco State University,
Kim Ok-sil said that her father sent her to train as a Geisha in Pyongyang before he sold
her.
Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.
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In an interview with Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University, a former Korean
comfort woman Kil Won-ok said that she was sold by her parents.
In an interview with Professor Chunghee Sarah Soh of San Francisco State University,
Kil Won-ok said that her parents sent her to train as a Geisha in Pyongyang before they
sold her.
Yet she testified in front of UN interrogator Radhika Coomaraswamy that she was
abducted by Japanese military.

Kil Won-ok
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Several people had witnessed the scenes in which Chong Dae Hvup (anti-Japan lobby)
coached women to say "I was abducted by Japanese military."
Professor Ahn Byong Jik of Seoul University who interviewed former Korean comfort
women says, "When I first interviewed them, none of them had anything bad to say about
Japanese military. In fact they all reminisced the good times they had with Japanese
soldiers. But after Chong Dae Hyup confined them, their testimonies had completely
changed."
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Korean women were not abducted by Japanese military because the Korean Peninsula
was not the battlefield and therefore Japanese military was NOT in Korea. (Korean
prostitution brokers recruited Korean women in Korea and operated comfort stations in
the battlefields) Japan apologized and compensated, and Netherlands, Indonesia, the
Philippines and Taiwan had all accepted Japan's apology and reconciled with Japan. So
there are no comfort women issues between those nations and Japan. The comfort women
issue remains only with South Korea because Chong Dae Hyup refuses to accept Japan's
apology and continues to spread the false claim of "200,000 young girls including
Koreans were abducted by Japanese military" throughout the world.
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What Is Behind South Korea's Criticism On Comfort Women Issue

The following is a summary English translation of Professor James E. Auer's op-ed in
Sankei Shimbun on October 22, 2014. Dr. Auer is an emeritus professor of international
relations and public policy at Vanderbilt University.
The original post: http://www.sankei.com/column/news/141022/clm 1410220001n 1.html

Professor James E. Auer

It is not surprising that China criticizes Japan because China is under Communist Party
dictatorship. But why did South Korea begin to criticize Japan in the 1990's? and
insists Japan's apology and compensation were not enough.
When the allied forces prosecuted war criminals, the comfort women system never
became an issue because the U.S. military reports concluded with testimonies from
Korean women that they either volunteered or were sold by their parents to Korean
prostitution brokers.
Let us verify some facts.
1) Past and present, there were/are women who got/get into prostitution unwillingly. But
prostitution is not slavery.

2) The comfort women system was not illegal in Japan's eyes in 1930's, and the allied
forces didn't think it was illegal, either.
3) Korean government established comfort women system for U.S. troops in 1970's.
Koreans for some reason think coercion and confinement took place in Japan's system but
not in Korea's system.

4) If Japanese government or people tried to get facts out, the international community
would perceive that effort as revisionism.
5) In August, Asahi Shimbun published retraction articles admitting it falsely
reported on abduction in Jeju Island. Asahi also admitted it mistook factory workers
for comfort women, which inflated the number of comfort women. Many Westerners
praised Asahi for admitting its mistakes. However, what they failed to realize was Asahi
told more lies in its retraction articles, which infuriated Japanese public. Westerners
mistook mainstream Japanese's disgust toward Asahi for right wing's bashing on Asahi.
When Japan apologized for what it did during the war, its sincerity was backed
by 50 odd years of good behavior.
In 1998, South Korean president Kim Dae-jung accepted apology from Japan's Prime
Minister Keizo Obuchi and promised South Korea would never bring up the comfort
women issue again. But subsequent Korean presidents have annulled Kim's gesture
and used nationalism to bolster their low approval ratings.
Footnote: The following is a U.S. military report. Under 'Recruiting' this report
misrepresents ethnic Korean agents and house masters using Japanese surnames as
Japanese agents and house masters. (Ethnic Koreans were Japanese citizens at the time,
so in that sense they were Japanese)
http://ww2db.com/doc.php ?q= 130
The following is excerpts from Korean comfort woman Mun Oku-chu's memoir. Her
memoir is consistent with the U.S. military report.
http://scho larsinenglish. blogspot. jp/2014/1 O/former-korean-comfort-woman-munoku.html
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October 18, 2014
"Comfort Women of the Empire" Reviewed by Professor Jun BongGwan
The following is a summary English translation of Professor Jun BongGwan's review of
the book "Comfort Women of the Empire." Dr. Jun is a professor of Korean Literature at
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology. The review was published on July
20, 2014 in Korea's leading newspaper Chosunllbo. The original article is shown at the

bottom.

Professor Jun BongGwan
After reading the book, I was a little bit disappointed because there was nothing in the
book that I didn't know. We all knew that Korean comfort women were not coercively
taken away by Japanese military. Japanese military commissioned Korean prostitution
brokers to recruit women in the Korean Peninsula and operate comfort stations in the
battlefields. Japanese military was busy fighting all over Asia, and it certainly didn't have
time to be in Korea recruiting women.
Posted by Pursuit of Truth Institute at 11:47 PM No comments:
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Former Korean Comfort Woman Mun Oku-chu's Memoir The following is a English
transaltion of excerpts from a former Korean comfort woman Mun Oku-chu's memoir.
The original memoir: http://goo.gl/sl8Ett

Ms. Mun Oku-chu
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MAYOR OF OSAKA
CITY HALL
OSAKA, JAPAN
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August 27, 2015

Dear Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco,
I would like to notify you that I have read the "Resolution Urging the Establishment
of a Memorial for 'Comfort Women"' currently pending in the Board of Supervisors
of the City and County of San Francisco.
I am aware that this resolution is still under deliberation, and will be referred to the
committee for further consideration, and presumably there will be a public meeting
in which public opinions will be openly expressed. I would therefore like to take this
opportunity to express my thoughts at this moment as the mayor of one of your
sister cities.
Please allow me to respond to your resolution in detail in the form of an open letter,
so that the citizens of San Francisco can directly read the letter and understand my
views. I hope that this may be of some use during the decision·making process.
We must bring about efforts to strive for a world where the dignity and human
rights of women. both having universal value, are protected on the battlefield as
well

In today's 21st century, women's dignity and human rights have been recognized as
having universal value. This is indeed an enormous achievement made by
humankind. However, in reality, the issue of violations of the dignity of women by
soldiers has not been eradicated. We must strive for a future where women's rights
are respected all over the world.
What is essential for that purpose is to directly face what has happened in the past
and what is happening right now. Each nation in the world, including Japan, should
squarely face the past violations of women's rights on the battlefield by its own
soldiers:Each nation and its citizens should come together, be fully determined not
to repeat the same mistakes in the future, bring about efforts to protect the dignity
of women who are under threat in areas of regional conflict in the present-day world,
·and create a future where women's rights are respected all over the world.
I am in favor of activities to protect the dignity and human rights of women.
However, if the purpose is to protect the human rights of women, I would suggest
that some of the special attention currently being given to Japan's "comfort women''
issue should be broadened to memorialize all the women who have been sexually
assaulted and abused by soldiers of countries in the world, and should represent a
pledge to the world that we will never allow the same offense and tragedy to happen
again.
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CITY HALL, OSAKA, JAPAN

The violation of the dignity of women by soldiers during wartime is a common
problem in many parts of the world. Each nation in the world, including Japan,
should address this unacceptable problem as a "common" issue for human beings. It
is _also an undeniable historical fact that troops of countries around the world as
well as those of wartime Japan
used women for sexual purposes on the battlefield.
I
It is regrettable that even to this day, there are many news reports on women and
children being sexually abused on the battlefield.
Reject the denial of the "comfort women" issue; e:x;pressing understanding and
remorse towards the indescribable pain and suffering inflicted on "comfort women''

It goes without saying that the use of"comfort women" by Japanese soldiers before
and during World War II was an unforgivable act that violated the di~nity and
human rights of women. I am aware that the great pain inflicted on those who were
forced to work as "comfort women" against their will and the deep emotional scars
they have borne afterwards are beyond description.
Therefore, I am not on the side of any attempts to justify Japan's "comfort women"
issue in any sense, nor do I intend to do so in the future. Japan must express deep
remorse and offer a ·sincere apology to former "comfort women," and show
determination not to repeat the same mistakes and tragedies in the future.
However. trivializing the issue by singling out Japan will not lead to resolving it as
a global issue

On the other hand, the issue of sex on the battlefield is not a problem particular to
the former Japanese army. This problem was present during World War II with the
American, British, French, German, and Soviet armies, as well as during the
Korean War and Vietnam War with the South Korean Army.
I have no intention to legitimize or defend the problem of"comfort women" by the
former Japanese Army just because the other countries have had the same issue.
Still, attempts to single out and criticize only Japan will make us blind to other past
atrocities and also to contemporary problems of the same kind. This issue should
not be treated as an issue specific solely to the Japanese military. As long as
widespread sexual problems on the battlefields by countries other than Japan are
. not openly recognized, past offenses, which the whole world must face, will go
uncorrected, and those violations in other parts of the world will not be resolved.
This is my biggest concern.
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CITY HALL, OSAKA, JAPAN

Counterargument for Japan's case being called "exceptional"

There are two reasons behind why Japan's comfort women issue is called
"exceptional." One is the change in attitude by the Republic of Korea, and the ·other
is the clever development of their argument to persuade people to accept mistaken
notions as true.
Firstly, the change in attitude by the Republic of Korea is a big factor. Disputes
between Japan and the Republic of Korea from the colonial period have already
been resolved through signing the Treaty on Basic Relations between Japan and the
Republic of Korea and Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Korea
Concerning the Settlement of Problems in Regard to Property and Claims and
Economic Cooperation. However, the Republic of Korea has recently claimed that
the "comfort women" issue has not been included in the agreements.
There is a big difference in acknowledgement between the two countries with
regard to legal responsibilities. From Japan's standpoint, the government
acknowledges that they have inflicted indescribable suffering on "comfort women,"
but believes that the issue has been resolved with the signing of treaties, and
therefore does not need to accept further legal responsibility, whereas the Republic
of Korea alsagrees because they do not believe the legal disputes were resolved by
the peace treaties.
I agree that Japan bears moral responsibility in global society. However, with the
Japanese Government having already provided the appropriate compensations
according to the above treaties, as well as from an international law standpoint, it is
unrealistic to expect Japan to take on any further legal responsibility for this issue.

If there are exceptional cases in which we could hold people accountable, then it
should be for "incomparable" acts of genocide or crimes against humanity such as
the Holocaust, where individuals involved would be charged for committing such
war crimes, with no statutes of limitation.
It is similar to what is stated in the United Nations Security Council Resolution
1325of2000, Article 11, which emphasizes the need to exclude "genocide, crimes
against humanity, and war crimes ... from amnesty provisions" indicating the need
to prosecute those responsible without statutes of limitations or regardless of
treaties.
In recent years, the Korean side has strengthened its criticisms now, repeatedly
claiming that Japan's "comfort women" issue involves a crime against humanity.
This leads to the second factor, which is the clever development of their argument to
emphasize the "comfort women'' issue as if it were an act of genocide or crime
against humanity, when it is not. There seem to be activists and reports that argue
3
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that the use of "~omfort women" during wartime is an act of genocide or crime
against humanity, but these are not correct.

If we focus on the argument that the "comfort women" issue is genocide or a crime
against humanity, then the accuracy of the terminology in the inscription of the
"c<?mfort women" memorial, such as ''kidnapped by the Imperial Japanese Army,"
"forced into sexual slavery," and "200,000" women and young girls, is an important
point to clarify. To seek the true nature of the problem, there needs to be some
verification regarding the inhumane treatment of "comfort women," including
further investigation on whether the state authority of Japan was systematically
involved in the coercive recruitment of "comfort women." It is obvious that these
terms are not accurate, from the information that was recently made public and in
the light of other actively debated topics.
To give an example, the Coomaraswamy Report (submitted in 1996 by Ms. Radhika
Coomaraswamy, the Special Rapporteur on violence against women to the UN
C9mmission on Human Rights) states that "comfort women'' were "military sex
slaves." The testimony of Seiji Yoshida is used as evidence, in which he states that
he had "taken part in the slave raids where as many as 1,000 women were obtained
for 'comfort women' duties." Yoshida himself has acknowledged that his testimony
had been fabricated, and the Asahi Shim.bun, which had been reporting on the
"comfort women" issue, also concluded Yoshida' s testimony as false on August 5,
2014 and retracted a series of articles that said many Korean women were "forcibly
taken away" to·become "comfort women." This caused a big controversy in Japan
and is still fresh in our memories.
Against this backdrop, in October 2014, the Japanese Government requested that
part of the Coomaraswamy Report (the portion base\! on Yoshida's falsified
testimony which stated that the Imperial Japanese Army had forcibly taken away
"comfort women'' from the Republic of Korea) be retracted, but was rejected because
Coomaraswamy argued that Yoshida's testimony was only one part of the evidence.
In addition, the Coomaraswamy Report uses The Comfort Women written by the
journalist George Hicks as the main source of reference; however, researchers have
pointed out that this book lacks sufficient evidence.:
·
The Coomaraswamy Report itself is a 50-page· long report on violence against
women. The "comfort women" issue is mentioned in the "Report on the mission to
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the Republic of Korea and Japan on the
issue of military sexual slavery· in wartime," which is one of the two .documents
attached to the report. The United Nations Commission on Human Rights adopted
a 6-page resolution called "The Elimination of Violence against Women," which uses
Coomaraswamy's special report as a reference. The resolution states that it
"welcomes" the work of the Special Rapporteur. However, it only "takes note" of the
attached document, which means that the document was not highly evaluated
enough to be "welcomed." If the Coomaraswamy report had been appreciated at the
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highest level, the resolution would have "commended" it. Therefore, we can
conclude that the UN Commission on Human Rights does not "endorse" the notion
that "comfort women" were "sex slaves."
Let me show you another example. During World War II, according to the high
school world history textbook Traditions & Encounters: A Global Perspective on the .
Past, published by McGraw-Hill, a major U.S. textbook publisher, "the Japanese
army forcibly recruited, conscripted, and dragooned as many as two hundred
thousand women age fourteen to twenty to serve in military brothels, called 'comfort
houses' or 'consolation centers'," "others were killed by Japanese soldiers, especially
if they tried to escape or contracted venereal diseases," and "at the end of the war,
soldiers massacred large numbers of comfort women to cover up the operation." The
textbook contains many false statements like these that have been introduced in
classroom environments as if they were true, even though they are based on the
wrong perception and completely contrary to fact. When the Japanese Government
asked McGraw· Hill to retract these statements as they contained serious factual
errors, the author responded that this request was "an infringement on his freedom
of speech and academic freedom." This is simply wrong. It is he who criticizes the
individual pointing out the factual errors who is the one infringing on the freedom
of speech and academics.
On May 5, 2015, American scholars remarked in their "Open letter in support of
historians in Japan" statement, "Among the many instances of wartime sexuall'
violence and military prostitution in the twentieth century, the 'comfort women'
system was distinguished by its large scale and systematic management under the
military, and by its exploitation of young, poor, and vulnerable women in areas
colonized or occupied by Japan." However, this is not an issue of scale; nor is it one
of whether or not there was systematic management by the military. We must
approach this issue as a "common'' problem regarding the human rights of women
by military groups from countries all over the world regardless of the scale or
systematic management. If people do not squarely face what was done by their own
countries, treating the issue as a problem unique to Japan, it will only cause us to
avert our eyes from the pain and suffering experienced by young, poor and
vulnerable women in other parts o~ the world.

In addition, the "comfort women" issue is often regarded as the same kind of
problem as the Holocaust. However, the Holocaust was an unprecedented historical
crime involving an attempt at the extermination of an ethnic group. Although the
"comfort women" system was an inexcusable act that violated the dignity and
human rights of women, equating the issue of "comfort women," which is one of the
"conimon" phenomena as wartime violations of the dignity of women by soldiers,
with the Holocaust, which is an incomparable act of genocide in the history of
mankind, is far beyond my understanding.
In addition, organized rape that occurred during the Rwanda Genocide in 1994 was
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judged as an act of genocide at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR). In the Cfi.Se of the genocide in Rwanda, rape was part of an organized act of
hostility with the intent to exterminate an entire group of people, whereas the
comfort women system by the former Japanese Army was of a different nature in its
purpose and method.
Currently, there is no concrete evidence that shows that the state authority of
Japan had systematically been involved with the coercive recruitment of "comfort
women." As long as this is the case, we must conclude that Japan cannot take
further legal responsibility for this issue.
There are many expressions that describe the former Japanese Army's "comfort
women" issue as "exceptionaf' and "distinguished." However, this is because the
depiction of Japan's "comfort women" issue as "a clear act of genocide" has wrongly
been spread across global society, on top of countries not accepting Japan's
apologies and existing peace treaties, and not being aware of Japan's efforts.
If Japan must take legal responsibility, so must the rest of the world

If the global society persists in believing that Japan has not fulfilled its duty for
accepting responsibility after signing treaties and bilateral agreements, and that
Japan's "comfort women'' issue is comparable to genocide or crimes against
humanity, then those countries must also be guilty of the same crime.

It is an undeniable historical fact that troops around the world as well as Japan
used women for sexual purposes on the battlefield. Aside from the contentious point
of whether or not the military was systematically involved, no matter what
authority the orders come from and no matter what nationalities partake, the deed
of making women into sexual targets violates women's dignity.
As I said before, each nation in the world should address this problem as not just
unique to Japan but as a common issue for all human beings, in other words, accept
it as one of their own problems and squarely face the past. Hnot, the violations of
women's dignity by soldiers that still occur today will not be eradicated.
Concerns about the resolution and the problem with the inscription of the "comfort
women'' memorial in Glendale

My concern about the resolution is that there will be inaccurate statements w:i:-itten
on the inscription of the memorial based on the wrong perception of the "exceptional"
behavior of the former Japanese Army.
The "comfort women" memorial established in the City of Glendale in July 2013
states, "In memory of more than 200,000 Asian and Dutch women who were
removed from their homes in Korea, China, Taiwan, Japan, the Philippines,
6
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Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, East Timor and Indonesia, to be coerced into sexual
slavery by the Imperial Armed Forces of Japan between 1932 and 1945... " This
statement has no historical evidence behind it. The "Open letter in support of
historians in Japan" released on May 5, 2015 and signed by 187 scholars mainly
from the United States has confirmed that there is disagreement among historians
regarding the precise number of "comfort women'' and regarding the degree to
which the former Japanese Army was involved in the recruitment of these women.
Regardless, due to this memorial inscription and the wide media coverage, many
people around the world will have an unconfirmed, one· sided view and will accept
this as historical truth. I find this highly regrettable.
Although this resolution does not specifically state what will b.e included in the
inscription on the memorial, I am concerned that expressions similar to those on the
Glendale memorial may be used, as the resolution already contains words such as
"200,000" women and young girls who were "kidnapped" and "forced into sexual
slavery by the Imperial Japanese Army."
The inscription of the memorial in Glendale concludes with,. "It is our sincere hope
that these unconscionable violations ofhU:man rights shall never recur." I fully
agree with the sentiment of this sentence. However, the problem resides in the rest
of the inscription, which is what will be presented as being historically true.
As indicated in the UN Security Council Resolution 1325, during armed conflicts
women and children have been particularly adversely affected by violence including
sexual abuse, and this has been observed all over the world. I believe that all
countries must bring about efforts to fight against sexual violence on the battlefield.
Meanwhile, the statement "of the few top Japanese military leaders who were
investigated and convicted as war criminals ... many escaped prosecution" is false. In
the postwar war crimes tribunals, many relevant parties convicted as war criminals
were prosecuted. In the Batavia Military Tribunal, Japanese military officers were
found guilty for forcibly taking Dutch women from camps in Semarang, Java, and
other areas in Indonesia to work at comfort stations, and one of the Japanese
officers responsible was sentenced to death. In this way, those who deserved to be
punished were prosecuted, including the officers who had been involved in the
"comfort women" system.
Accurate understanding and perception of the truth is what will truly prevent
future mistakes; that is why it is essential to eliminate inaccuracies and prese~t the
truth if the memorial is established
Allow me to repeat myself in order to avoid any misunderstandings: I have no
intention of legitimizing or defending the institution of "comfort women" on the
grounds that other countries besides Japan have had the same problem. Japan
must face its past mistakes and express sincere remorse.
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If there is any significance in establishing a "comfort women'' memorial, it should be
that it serves as a declaration to squarely face the past and strive for a world where
~very country respects the dignity and human rights of women as a universal value.
Thus, if such memorial were to be established, the inscription should be written
from this standpoint so that the message can be shared by the whole world.

Regardless of what soldiers from other countries have done, the violation of the
dignity and human rights of women by Japanese soldiers is an unforgivable act.
That is why, in addition to squarely facing the past, Japan has worked through this
issue as its own problem, and has contributed to resolving the issue by making
public apologies and providing compensation.
The stance of the Japanese Government. and how it has given sincere care to
former "comfort women." and the determination to create a world that protects the
dignity and human rights of women
Currently, some former "comfort women" are requesting reparations from the
Japanese Government. However, legal disputes (including individual
compensation) between Japan and the Republic of Korea have been completely
resolved with the 1965 "Treaty on Basic Relations between Japan and the Republic
of Korea," and the "Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Korea
Concerning the Settlement of Problems in Regard to Property and Claims and
Economic Cooperation." In addition, China had declined Japan's offer of
compensation for individual victims, as communicated to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Japan, based on the premise of renouncing war reparations claims in the
1972 "Joint Communique of the Government of Japan and the Government of the
People's Republic of China," and therefore there are no legal disputes between
Japan and China.
Since resolving its legal disputes with the Republic of Korea and China, Japan has
also made extra effort to demonstrate its acceptance of moral responsibility for
"comfort women" with .the establishment of the Asian Women's Fund in 1995 by
soliciting donations from Japanese citizens. The Asian Women's Fund was started
for "comfort women" all over the world, and has provided compensation for "comfort
women" from four countries and one region, which include not only the Republic of
Korea, but also the Philippines and Indonesia, after discussing the appropriate
solutions according to each country's circumstances. Compensation was offered to
former comfort women from China as well, but it is said that the Chinese
Government had declined the offer. The Asian Women's Fund has also sent the
Japanese Prime Minister's letter of apologies and messages from Japanese citizens
today. It has taken part in activities to advocate women's dignity by supporting
projects on contemporary issues, such as violence against women, in a manner
reflective upon the harm done by Japan's past atrocities to women's dignity. In this
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way, the Japanese Government has made sincere efforts along with the Asian
Women's Fund's activities.
In his statement on the 70th anniversary of World War II, Prime Minister Abe
displayed determination that Japan will squarely face the fact that the dignity and
honor of many women were severely injured during the wars, and that Japan will
lead the world in making an era in which women's human rights are not infringed
upon.
Request for consideration of Japanese in the U.S .. concern about the influence on
sister city relations. responsibility to create environment where young generations
can live in cooperation without disputes

For today's generation, directly facing past mistakes and tragedies and
remembering the people who have suffered in order to not repeat such mistakes and
ease the pain of the victims is a task to be undertaken by everyone across borders.
Furthermore, it is also our responsibility to create an environment for the younger
generation where people can cooperate without disputes for a better future.
There are many Japanese people living in San Francisco. I am concerned that the
esta_blish~ent of a "comfort women" memorial will likely cause disruption amongst
communities. As the mayor of Osaka, one of your sister cities, I request that you
give careful consideration for the greater relationship between the United States
and~apan.

By building on the strong foundation of friendship that both cities have enjoyed over
many years, I sincerely hope that we can create an even better future by deepening
our mutual cooperation.
Sincerely,

J._ }{~.i,,
Toru Hashimoto
Mayor
The City of Osaka
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Victory for democracy as comfort women statue
fails to get the go-ahead
ARTICLE [TUE, 11/08/2015 - 23:00 [ BY PETER LYNCH

In what most agreed was a victory
for Australian democracy played
out on an international stage,
Strathfield councillors tonight
voted to take no action on a
proposal to build a statue to
commemorate the so-called
comfm1 women of World War II.
The decision is expected to finally
draw a line under a long running
and at times emotion-charged
debate on whether or not
Strathfield's town square was the
place for such a memorial.
Peter Lynch

The issue made headlines and led
news bulletins in Japan and Korean

- the two countries at the centre of claims that 200,000 young women were taken from Korea, China
and other Asian countries to serve as sex slaves to Japanese soldiers over 70 years ago.
It became a major historical argument which last night spilled into Strathfield Town Hall at an

extraordinary council meeting devoted solely to the topic.
Security personnel manned the entrance as more than 160 mainly Japanese and Koreans turned up to
give their '~ews or listen.
There were TV screens explaining proceedings in three languages and copies of the Strathfield Scene,
which published a preview in English, Korean and Japanese.
But while some were concerned that the outcome would spark protests, in the end the debate was
civilised, sensible and well conducted.
Mayor Gulian Vaccari, who chaired the meeting, told three reporters from the foreign media: "I saw
respect for Australian democracy. I saw Australian democracy in action."
Asked ifhe thought the 15 months it took to reach a conclusion was too long, Cr Vaccari replied: "I wish
it was over sooner - but we had to get it right."
A survey of residents showed the majority were against the monument, and opinions sought from the
Prime Minister's office, the Department of Foreign Affairs and the State.
Six councillors voted unanimously to take no action, a position endorsed by council officers who
maintained the memorial breached the municipality's policy.
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Monuments should commemorate the sacrifice oflocal residents, said their report. The proposal did not
"meet the criteria of the Council's Memorial Policy".
Cr Sang Ok absented himself from the proceedings because, he said, he was a passed chairman of the
Korean Committee of the United Astral Korean-Chinese Alliance Against Japanese War Crimes.
Eight speakers - four from each side of the argument - were allowed five minutes to put their points.
All received applause as they left the speaker's chair.
There were claims the comfort women issue was a plot to destabilise relations between Australia, Japan
and America. And there were pleas to erect the statue as a way of righting a historical wrong.
South African born Brian Rycroft, whose Japanese wife recently gave birth, maintained the statue was
"not a humanitarian nor a women's rights issue".
Peter Wertheim told the meeting: "If we can't commemorate these things in multi-cultural Strathfield,
where can we?"
Glenn McRae, on the other hand, read from a letter from a Chinese resident opposing the statue and
maintaining those for the plan did not represent the Chinese community of Strathfield.
Mr McRae maintained some migrant communities continued to play out their historical hostilities when
they came to Australia. "They must accept and respect our Australian values," he said.
Dr Panayiotis Diamadis, a UTS lecturer in genocide studies, maintained reports that Islamic State was
selling women and young girls showed the issues raised by comfort women was still relevant today, and
the statue was a monument to women of all races.
Retired newsagent Geoff Boyce, son of a former mayor and alderman of Strathfield, said the council's
memorials policy was for war heroes who came from the area. The statue, he said, was divisive. ·
''This is Australia - we don't have sub-branches of Koreans, Chinese or citizen of United States. We are
all Australians."
He added that council had been "somewhat remiss" in letting the issue get this far.
Mr Dong Dong Yang of the Sydney Inner West Chinese Business Federation and the Australia Chinese
Korean Alliance, said: "This statue ... represents women of all races around the world who suffered
during war times."
But Mieko Goto maintained the statue would compromise Australia's national security, and Japan had
apologise many times over the comfort women issue.
Finally, 21-year-old Yeo Ji Yan said the statue would help stop violence against all women.
Cr Helen McLucas told the meeting this was not a Strathfield issue, but had been "foisted on us" by an
"anti Japanese" organisation.
There was no support for the statue in the local community, she said, and references to Australia's
Anzacs and claims this would help end violence against all women were "offensive".
"It's creating great division in the community", she added.
Cr Daniel Bott maintained this was an issue for the Department of Foreign Affairs, not Strathfield.
Cr Stephanie Kokkolis said she was bound to represent the views of residents, the majority of whom
were not in favour of the statue. Cr Andrew Soulos agreed and said it was not appropriate at this time.
Cr Vaccari told the meeting: "There are no winners in war. It's a tragedy for men, women and for
mankind."
Acknowledging there were "two sides to the story", he too maintained the issue was a Federal one and
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"greater than Strathfield."
Finally, Cr Raj Datta said it was a tribute to Australia that this debate could take place. In the end, he
said, most would accept the decision made and "go home as Australians."
And so, it appears, they did. The meeting broke up peacefully.
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We are against erecting a comfort woman statue in San Francisco. Keiko.D.
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The statue aimed to commemorate women such as Australian Jan Ruff O'Herne (second from right) pictured here with other
comfort women in Tokyo in 1993.
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This week Strathfield councillors voted unanimously to "take no further action" concerning the Comfort Women
Memorial, saying it did not meet the criteria of the council's memorial policy.
The decision comes after the proposed statue honouring women who were forced into sexual servitude by the
Japanese during WWII was first raised in April last year.
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An example of a comfort women statue that has been erected in California.

A council spokewoman said this week's decision "was not taken lightly."
Strathfield Council's Memorial Policy is aimed at building harmony in the community by not supporting requests
that are deemed to be offensive to any community groups,~· the spokeswoman said.
"This proposal in itself has divided the community."
The proposed Three Girls statue became a long drawn-out issue after the Korean Committee of United Austral
Korean-Chinese Alliance approached the council in March 2014 wanting to erect the statue in Strathfield
Square or a nearby public location.
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A Strathfield Council meeting where opposing sides argued for and against the statue being erected last year.

But it was quickly criticised as misguided by the Japanese embassy in Australia and emotions ran high.
Opposing sides packed the council's chambers last April and submitted petitions containing thousands of
signatures.
At one stage the council even sought Prime Minister Tony Abbott's advice on the matter.
A council spokeswoman said that Strathfield Council had heard from numerous people for and against the
proposal over the past year.
"With this in mind and after extensive community consultation, it was decided at an extraordinary council
meeting last night to take no further actions concerning the proposal as it does not meet the criteria of the
council's memorial policy."
SEE ALSO: COMMUNITY DIVIDED OVER STATUE PROPOSAL
SEE ALSO: MAYOR SAYS STATUE MIGHT ;GO AWAY'
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A Comfort Women exhibition was held at Strathfield Square
recently.

Women and their stories were used in the exhibition.

The spokeswoman added: "Strathfield prides itself in being a multicultural community bringing people from
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turned into an opportunity to engage with each other in a positive way moving forward.
"If a jointly agreed-upon proposal for a statue is put forward in the future, Strathfield Council will consider the
application at that time."
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Evans, Derek
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Wednesday, August 05, 2015 8:36 AM
BOS-Supervisors; Evans, Derek
FW: File No. 150764 Intelligence activities of the communist forces. I am against Item 72
Resolution [Urging the Establishment of a Memorial for "Comfort Women"]

From: shigeshige77 [mailto:3eco-elements@jcom.home.ne.jp]
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 7:47 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: Intelligence activities of the communist forces. I am against Item 72 Resolution [Urging the Establishment of a
Memorial for "Comfort Women"]

I am against Item 72 Resolution [Urging the Establishment of a Memorial for "Comfort Women"]
Dear and rational to the United States, San Francisco city council of everyone.
I am one citizen living in rural Japan.
"LAW & ORDER" and "HOMELAND", it is "THE BLACKLIST" every day to watch the drama of the United States is
looking forward to such.
Why you say that you like American drama, attitude to explore the truth on the back of the sense of justice and things
because appealing.
But American society of reality sounds like different.
And why Korean and hostile view of the Japanese extraordinary if, is in China Communist forces to take advantage
of them because there is you who are trying to pander.
Communist forces, is the people using the comfort women issue is trying to bad the relationship between Japan and
the United States and Japan and South Korea.
It might not know less information in the United States mainland.
However, here in Japan it is offensive of communist forces can be significantly identified.

One of them is the comfort women issue.
Japan and South Korea is home to people of many North Korean system.
Currently, the intelligence agencies of North Korea has succeeded in bad the relationship of Japan and by using the
comfort women issue with South Korea.
It is also the bill necessary to supply munitions to South Korea and the USFK in the event of war in the Korean
Peninsula.
Originally, comfort women is a wartime prostitutes.

Private company that received the request of the army gave the recruitment of comfort women.
Comfort women had a contract because there is a contract period.
A copy of the consent form and the family register of parent in order to Japanese women and the Korean Peninsula
of women become comfort women was needed.
And, it was also necessary passbook of post office in order to pay the high salary.

The military had dispatched a doctor for health management of infection-comfort women of venereal
disease in the living quarters of the comfort women.
Many of the above documents and materials have remained.
More than anything, many of the military private company that has received the request, is the Koreans management.
Also remain diary of comfort women and administrators.
Communists who ignores these evidence.
Japan at the fuss the comfort women issue is the "Japan Communist Party," "Socialist Party" and North Korea-based
organizations and the Communists.
In addition, "Asahi Newspaper" a lot of people from North Korea in the employees "Mainichi Newspaper" also
commotion newspapers and broadcasters such as.
The other day, Asahi Newspaper has apologized to the comfort women issue was a forgery.
However, they are clamoring to change the issue.
1

Currently, they are in the bill to strengthen the alliance between Japan and tne United States, has a impressive
operation as people have a bad image.
And, people who are active in the previous Parliament of Japan in order to oppose the bill is a communist and North
Korea-born persons and Chinese people in Japan.
In this way, the offensive of the communist who in Japan are you day by day stronger.
Wise America San Francisco city council of everybody, you ask so that it is not fooled by the ruse of whether
communists us.

Postscript
Comfort women problem is there is conclusive evidence is fake.
Was summarized in 2007 is "and Nazi war crimes Japan each ministry working group of the imperial government of
the record (IWG)" of the United States Congress addressed the final report.
For example, the United States average annual income of Japanese generals to report wartime information station of
comfort women in the era of 6600 yen salary, it is described that it was 9000 yen.
In addition, only South Korea's rioting in comfort women issue. China and North Korea are on the back does not fuss
almost.
South Korea North Korea is the same Koreans. North Korea do not think strange not to attack Japan with comfort
women problem?

Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Shigeru Ishiwada
Japan Shimonoseki, Yamaguchi Prefecture Mukuno cho 3-24-27

2

Where Should We Cast the First Stone in Condemning War Crimes?
By Jim Smith
(From John 8)
Protecting a woman about to be stoned for adulte1y by people Jesus perceived as hypocrites, Jesus said,
He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.
Do we have prostitution in SF? Did a now-defunct progressive SF newspaper, for many years, earn a
great deal of revenue from prostitution advertising?
Has prostitution been associated with the U.S. military? Did the U.S. Army and Navy forces avail
themselves of the comforts provided by prostitutes throughout Asia in the postwar period? Did any
of our Asian allies in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Vietnam make money off
prostitution set up to serve U.S. forces?

Has prostitution increased or decreased in China since Deng Hsiao-ping came to power?
Do girls from poor farming families in China come to Shanghai and sometimes end up as prostitutes?
In the 1960s, a different type of Chinese government issued statements-often on Radio Peking-saying
that "The U.S. imperialists are worse than Hitler." Any idea why they used such strong language? Were
they justified? That was during the Vietnam War, when U.S. imperialist forces attacked the Vietnamese
people. Were there brothels in Vietnam serving U.S. troops in those days?

Do we have a monument to Vietnamese victims of U.S. imperialist atrocities?
We do have a monument in Washington DC honoring U.S militaiy wai· dead. Is there any monmnent in
Washington in memory of Vietnamese women and children killed by U.S. bombing?
The Japanese government and Japanese conservative political leaders are attacked for visiting Y asukuni, a
shrine honoring Japanese wai· dead, including military fighters some would call war criminals.

Does San Francisco have a monument glorifying U.S. imperialism and colonialism in Asia?
At Union Square, on May 13, 1903, Theodore Roosevelt dedicated a monument to the U.S. Nayy's
victory on May 1, 1898, when Commodore George Dewey steamed into Manila Bay in the
Philippines; 200,000 San Franciscans crowded the streets to see the event. The Chronicle's editorial page,
declai·ed that ". . . this city is destined to become the future seat of empire."
Atop an 83-foot colmnn, sculptor Robert Aitken designed a 12-foot statue ofVict01y caizying a laurel
wreath in one hand and Neptune's trident in the other. The SF municipal report of 1901 explained that
Dewey "added gl01y to American anns and gave the United States a position in the world as one of the
great powers, thus extending American influence and exalting American citizenship.
Today imperialist rivalry between Chinese imperialists on one side and Japanese and U.S. imperialists on
the other is intensifying. China and Japan are in an aims race. Each government is mounting propaganda
campaigns against the other. Could some of the impetus for monuments to victims of Japanese war

crimes come from Chinese imperialist rivals? Millions of Japanese citizens are disgusted by the

activities of Prime Minister Abe, Osaka Mayor Hashimoto and other right-wing Japanese politicians and
academics who deny Japanese war crimes and promote Japanese patriotism and imperialism.
Do we have any right-wing pro-imperialist politicians in the U.S.? fu San Francisco?
Do we have any monuments in the city to victims of U.S. war crimes?
I would urge the San Francisco Board of Supervisors to think a little more deeply about these issues and
hold off on monuments to particular sets of victims of war crimes committed by non-U.S. forces. We
should particularly hold off on such monmnents while we have a disgraceful monument glorifying U.S.
imperialism in the center of our city.
In the early 1900s, Filipinos resisted American occupiers, sustaining heavy casualties. Stanley Karnow, in
his hist01y of the islands, "fu Our Image," wrote that "an estimated 200,000 people died, the
overwhelming majority of them Filipino civilians."
We should be concerned about war crimes, and the brntality of the Japanese Imperial Army and Navy
inflicted on "comfort women," including Chinese, Korean AND Japanese women should be condemned.
But if we want to condemn war crimes in Asia, shouldn't we first address our own war crimes. The
annual observances of the dropping of Atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki are approaching. Was
the killing of more than 100,000 civilians with two atomic bombs justified? Or was that a war
crime? Arguments saying it was justified are regularly made in our histo1y textbooks and on our big city
newspaper editorial pages.
He who is w/o sin cast the fast stone.
Our time and eff01ts can be better spent on working for international unity against imperialism be it
Chinese, Japanese or American. Let's start by getting rid of the Dewey Monument and cancelling the
Blue Angels festival. We can also discuss developing a peace park with proper monuments and
exhibits in memory of all victims of imperialist war.
James B. Smith
1985 Grove Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Email: luckyj67@gmail.com

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Categories:

Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:28 AM
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
FW: RE: Resolution Based on Propaganda
comfort women 1.pdf; comfort women 2.pdf; comfort women 3.pdf; comfort women 4.pdf;
comfort women 5.pdf; comfort women 6.pdf; comfort women 7.pdf
150764

For File No. 150764
-----Original Message----From: KATO Ken [mailto:kenkato.hra@nifty.com]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 9:27 PM
To: Caldeira, Rick (BOS}
Subject: Re: RE: Resolution Based on Propaganda
Dear Deputy Director CaldeircJ,
Thank you very much for including my message in the file.
I would very much appreciate it if you could also include the attached documents to the file. These are interrogation
report on "comfort women" by the U.S. Office of War Information Psychological Warfare Team in 1944, and is the most
important document on this issue written by a trustworthy third party officials.
Today's meeting of the Board of Supervisors has been reported by Japan's major newspaper the Sankei Shimbun, with a
circulation of 1.61 million, on its front page and millions of Japanese people are watching it very closely.
http://www.sankei.com/world/news/150719/wor1507190022-n1.html
I am hoping that the Board of Supervisors will show discretion and fairness in looking into what really happened 70 years
ago.
Yours truly,
Ken Kato
Director, Human Rights in Asia

----- Original Message ---->From: "Caldeira, Rick (BOS)" <rick.caldeira@sfgov.org>
>To: KATO Ken <kenkato.hra@nifty.com>
>Subject: RE: Resolution Based on Propaganda
>Date: Mon, 20 Jul 2015 15:48:11 +0000

>
>
>Your e-mail has been received and included in File No. 150764.

>
>-----Original Message---->From: KATO Ken [mailto:kenkato.hra@nifty.com]
>Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 7:51 AM
>To: Caldeira, Rick (BOS}
1

>Subject: Resolution Based on Propaganda
>
>Dear Deputy Director Caldeira,
>
>I have learned that the Board of Supervisors is going to adopt a resolution tomorrow that urges the City and County of
San Francisco to establish a memorial for so called "comfort women."
>https://sfgov.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=3866247&GUID=1B765573-9914>45FE-8F03-B40036DAF02D
>
>Regrettably, the issue is riddled with propaganda and I urge that you refer to reliable official documents, such as U.S.
Army report written in 1944, in order to ascertain the veracity of the claims and avoid defaming U.S. ally on false
charges. The issue has become a major human rights problem for the Japanese people who have been suffering from
defamation campaigns.
>
>Many South Korean people, influenced by fictional TV dramas and cartoons, believe the women were forced to
become sex workers, however, documentary evidence show that there was no Korean woman forced to become a sex
worker by the Japanese authori.ties. They were very well paid and according to a U.S. Army document, some even
married to Japanese soldiers.
>In a reply to a parliamentary question, the Japanese government stated on 16 March 2007 that they found no evidence
of coercion by the Japanese authorities in recruiting "comfort women". Until now, there is no evidence to the contrary
despite extensive and thorough researches conducted by various actors.
>
>Testimonies made by former "comfort women" change from time to time and sometimes contradict historical facts.
For example, on~ of the most famous former "comfort women" Ms Kim Hak-sun told the media and the Tokyo District
Court in Japan that she was sold to a Korean broth-el by her mother, and then three years later her step father sold her
to a brothel used by Japanese soldiers. However, she later changed her testimony and told the media: "A commissioned
officer took me to the next room which was partitioned off by a cloth. Even though I did not want to go he dragged me
into the room. I resisted but he tore off all of my clothes and in the end he took my virginity. That night, the officer
raped me twice." She accused Japan of making her a sex slave.

>
>It is true that many Korean "comfort women" had hard time after the Second World War. In 1992 a former "comfort
woman" Ms Moon Ok-ju sued the Japanese government qemanding to pay back her postal savings she deposited in just
a few years until 1945 and the amount was 26,145 Japanese Yen which is equivalent to US$1,000,000 today. Many
Japanese people, including ethnic Korean Japanese, lost their savings after the war owing to hyperinflation and I feel
sympathy for "comfort women" who endured the hardship.

>
>However, the Japanese government cannot compensate for their losses. Japan and South Korea signed the Treaty on
Basic Relations on 22 June 1965 and in the Agreement on the Settlement of Problems Concerning Property and Claims
and on Economic Co-operation between Japan and the ROK, both countries agreed that it has been "settled completely
and finally."
>http://www. ioc. u-to kyo .ac.j p/~wo rid j pn/do cu me nts/texts/J PKR/19650622 .T9
>E.html After receiving tens of billions of dollars (in current value)
>from the Japanese government, South Korea's military government lead by the incumbent president Pak Geun Hye's
father paid only a small amount to individuals seeking reparations, but Japan cannot intervene on South Korea's legal
affairs and cannot be responsible for the action of the military government. This is basically South Korea's internal
affairs.

>
>An interrogation report by the U.S. Office of War Information Psychological Warfare Team in 1944 tells us the truth
about "comfort women". You can see it on the website of Mr. Tony Marano in Texas who received it from the National
Archives.
>http://texas-daddy.com/comfortwomen.htm
>It says very clearly: "A 'comfort girl' is nothing more than a prostitute or 'professional camp follower"'
2

>Their lifestyle was: "They lived in near-luxury in Burma in comparison to other places. This was especially true of their
second year in Burma. They lived well because their food and material was not heavily rationed and they had plenty of
money with which to purchase desired articles. They were able to buy cloth, shoes, cigarettes, and cosmetics to
supplement the many gifts given to them by soldiers who had received 'comfort bags' from home.
>While in Burma they amused themselves by participating in sports events with both officers and men, and attended
picnics, entertainments, and social dinners. They had a phonograph and in the towns they were allowed to go
shopping."
>It was amazing for me to find out that: "However there were numerous instances of proposals of marriage and in
certain cases marriages actually took place."
>However, for humanitarian grounds, the Japanese government cannot announce the fact that "comfort women" were
well-paid prostitutes, and Japan's consideration for the old women has been taken advantage of by North and South
Korea.

>
>I hope you would understand that the Japanese government's position is based on the rule of law. Japan already made
an unlawful compromise and paid a huge amount in the 1990s and 2000s, and cannot bend the Treaty or deny historical
facts anymore.

>

>
>South Korean media estimated that there are about 100,000 South Korean sex workers in the U.S., the EU, Australia
and Japan and hundreds of thousands in their home country nowadays, but they cannot save one million dollars in just a
few years like "comfort women". In 2011, South Korean sex workers threatened to set themselves on fire in a
demonstration to protect their brothels and one protestor complained her earnings have plunged from as much as
$9,200 a month to about $3, 700 after police crackdown.
>http://www.nbcnews.com/id/43650531/ns/world_news-asia_pacific/t/s-korea
>n-sex-workers-threaten-set-themselves-fire-protect-their-brothels/
>Decades later, South Korean sex workers in San Francisco might demand apology and compensation from the U.S.
government.

>
>Finally, I would like to point out that raising the issue of military prostitution is not in the interest of the U.S. In 1945
when the U.S. military occupied Japan, something called the Recreation and Amusement Association was established in
Japan for U.S. soldiers. I do not want to go further and I hope you will not ignite a row over it.

>
>Thank you for your consideration,

>
>Yours truly,

>
>Ken Kato
>Director, Human Rights in Asia

>
>
>P.S. If evidence emerged that "comfort women" were forced to become sex workers by the Japanese authorities, the
Japanese government will certainly make a formal apology. I will be the first one to strongly demand it.
>Until such evidence emerges, accusations based on inconsistent testimonies are defamation.
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20 Koronn Comfort Girls

Aur;uet 10 t 19'14
41.ur;-ust 15, 1944

This report is 1:·aBC::d on tlw infonnntion obtninorl from the
interrogation of tvronty Kuror.n 11 ocmfort r_;irls" o.nd two Jo.pa.nose
civilians captured nround the.. tenth of .M.u;,ust, 194•1 in ·t;he inoppin~ up
opero.tions e.rtor thu fo.11 of l.i_vitkyinn in Bunna.
Tho report
oanforl girls" 1 the
their relations with
understo.ndin::; of thu

11

ehCJYts how tho Jo.po.nose recruited these Koruon
conditions undur whioh they lived o.nd wor'wd,
o.nd reaction to tho Japanese soldier. o.nd their
milite.ry situation,

11
;. 11 comfort .,i:rl
is nothinL~
11 profeasionu.:L camp followcr 11 o.ttaohod

more thnn o. prostitute or
to the Ju.po..I}eso .Amy for the-benefit of tho soldiers. ThEl word "aomfol't ·>.irl 11 is P"'~uliar to the
Jo.pane st>. Oi::her report" ehoW the "ocrnfort gir1.s 11 he.vo !lcm-1
wherever it lra.s mi'ceaaar;· for th.c.. Jo.pe.neso J.ri::w to fif;ht...
thi;e:
roporl hovrevur dee.la on~' with the Korean 11 ca.Lfort ~irli>• recruited
by the Jo.panc1se and e.tto.c1:1ed to their Anny in 3utma.
Tho J~nnooe
are reported to have shipped some 703 of theao cirls to i)un.:u. in 1942.
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:Se.rly in Mo.y
1942 Jo.panese e.r.;(Jnta arrived in Korea for
the purpose of enliatinc; Koreo.n i;irls for uocmfort oorvice 11 in newly
conquered Ja.p=esti territories in Southeo.st Asia. The no.turo of ti1ie
"servioe" wr,a not specified but it wc.s o.asumed to be vrorl:: oollileoted
with visiting the woundod in hospito.ls, rollinc bo.ndo.Ges, rind
generally makir1G the soldiers hl:l.ppJ'.
The inducement used "try these
agents was plenty of mon•ey, nn opportunity to pr~' off the fruily
debts, oney vrork, P.nd the prospect of f. uew lil't. in a noiy le.nu Sin~u.poro,
On the bo.11ia of thesu f.:1lso ro~'rose~t.:l.tions r:9.11;y :;irle
enlistod for ov0rsea.s duty and weru rcvro.rded with o.n ~.dva."lau of n.
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Approxilnately 800 of those r;irlu wre recruited in thia
mo.n:rnr r.nd the~· landed with t~1oir Jnpo.noso "house ma11tor" at RD.ll"oon
a.round Au;·;ust 2oth, 1042. Tho:• camo iu r;roups of from ei~ht to ~'
twen'bJ-tvro •. From hero th~r wero distributod to V1uiou1 pi>.rts ot
Bunnv.·, usUAlly to fair s ir.ed towns noo.r Japanose Anny OfU1\'s •
EVtJntua.lly four of these unite reached the Myitkyinn vicinity. They
wero1 Kyoei, Kinsui, Ba.kuahinro, vnd Manoya. The Kyooi houoo 'W't'.a
oo.llod thu "Maruyfllll8. Club", but wa11 ohnn~od whon the i;irls rec.cl1.od 1
Myitkyina 0.11 Col. Maruyuma., oonune.nder of tho garr:iaon a.t ~·it!c;)rino.,'
objoctod to .tha similarity to his naue.

PERBONilITY I·
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The interrogntions shmv the average Koroo.n 11 comfort ~irl8'
to be a.bout tirent;y- fiTO yea.rri old, unoduoo.tod, childish, wht.isioal,
and selfish. She ia not pretty ei thor 'tty Jo.pa.nose or CP.uouei.m
atnndalrda, She i~ inclined to bo e~otietioal ond likes to talk
a.bout herself. Her attitude in front of etriingortr ii quiet and
demure, but she •:tmawa thCJ wiloo of n wanan. 11 She olaima to
dioliko her "prof1saaion• and would rathor not to.lk either nbout it
or hor family. B1toe.uu of tho kind treatment she reooi ved r.11 a
prieonor fran .Aano:rioo.n 11oldiera at Myitkyine. end Ledo, she feels
'· tlutt they a.i::~ .lP.Qr•~ om._otil)~! 1:h11.n Japanoee aoldiore.
Sh~ ~~
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In !qitlcy-ine. the r;irla w1n"ti uaually qua.rterod in P.. lnrge
two story house (\laually a aohool building) with a aoparato roan.
for eMh girl. There 011.oh e;irl lived, slept, a.nd tro..nae.oted
buaineu.
;rn ~d.tlcyina their food we.a praparod 'by and purchased
frt"lll the 8 house lllA&ter 11 II.fl they rocei'V6d no regular ro.tion from
the Japanese Aney",, They liwd in near-luxury in Bu.no.A in
OCJ!l>&.rie® to other plaoea. Thia 'lli"l.11 eapo•~ially true or their •
uoond year in Bun1a.. They lived nll becmuse their f'ood and
J11a;oor1d we.a not heavily rationed 111.nd they had plenty or mono;:[
with 'flh'-oh to ~rohue deaired artiolu.
Thsy were 11.ble to
buy oloth• ehoea, oii:;arettoa, and 001S111otio11 to eupplflllont tho
JnQ.t\'{ cLfti gi"n to th<a by 1101(\itr• who ~ld i.-,oehed' .. ocmto.rt
· be.ga• f'r<lll h(Jne •
·
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, . llhU.t in B\U'll\t. thoy mnuaed thsmatiln• by pa.rtioipnting
in epo1•t1 even1;1 11i th both oftioe r6. t.nd rnen1 and e:ttended
pionioe, entertainments, e.nd. eooit.l d1nner11.. They he.d e. phonogre.phJ and in,'thf"tO'Wnl they "trere allond 1w r,o ehoppin~.,
t

-

. PB.10191117.'EKa
Tho oonditiona under whioh they i;nuu1aoted. buail:iese
by the .A.r:my, and in oon:;estE1d arou rer_;ulations
_
wrn·e atriotly enforced. The J.nny found it neoe11110.r.t in con~;eetod
.., .... .;·:f:-_,e.rean. t.9. .. ifisto.ll e. 1y1.1te;n :?f_ prioe11, prioritios, and eoheduloa . . .
·- • ···-· · - · :t'Oi "th"Ci -~n:ott1r-'unit11-ope'ra'bihr,· .m .o,.. pc.~Ucule.l'-~i.a.....i...J.~~~~ __ ·>:~·;.:
to intc:rro~tiono 'thG e...-erago ayntem 1'11'.fl a.11 follO¥rnt
were
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ro~lAted
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anMi;o 1riooe
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9 PM
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·20 to SO n1nuto11
ao to ,0 tlinuto11
SO to 40 minuto11

i.n Qentral Bunna,

Offi.oeu were dlowod
In ~i.tlcyina Ool, l!aru:;e~
_!•IWh.ed the prioN •to alm0.tt .Ollil·ht.lf of tho t.nl'(l.ge price.
·

to 1te.y overnS.ght tp ~tf

fella

'. 80100)lJa8 I

'~t!-, ~

·} ..

l'be

•o.ldiere ottou oaiti l.a.inod about oonc;esMon in the
houaee. Crl maey- ooouions 11;hoy weN not served and had to ltta.TO
u the •rmy lf&.11 yery .triot about 0TI11'1taying lea va,
In oN.er to
·<>verC>C111e thia problCllJl the .A.1my aet naido certain day11 tor certain
··units. Usually bro men frat\ the unit tor the day we:r& ate. tio::iod
•t the houae to identify soldiers, A roTinG MP was also on hrJld
to koep order• FollowillG is the aohedule used ~' the 11 ,Kyoei11 house
for the ve.riou11 units of the lath Divitsion 'While at l:!aymyo1
Sunda:y ------Dh, Hdqe, Staff
Monday
,.. ________ 18th
Ce.vatry

Tuesday ------·
tredneadii.y - - - - TJ:iursday ---··--Friday ---~--

Engineers
Day off nnd lroekly physical ro::am.
Modica
)fountain artillery

Saturday ---·--- Transport
Officers were o.llowed to CCllle sovon ni&its a. weak. Th.e :;irle
o~lained the.t oven llith the schedule congeation irns eo Groe.t t:i.at
they oould not oare tor all gueata, thus oausin[( ill feblin::; w.10n.:;
~ of the 11oldiore.
Soldier!! would come to the house, pay the price e.nd '.';Ot
tiakota of
oo.rdb0ard about ·two inohos square rlth the rrioo 01:
the left side and tho name of the hou11e on tho othor aitlo. Each
eoldier•s identity or rank WD.i!l then estnbliehod ai'tcr which he
•took hie tum in line". The girls wore allowod the prerogative
of' refusin,'.'.; a oustooler. Thie wa.a often done if the person lTere
too drunk.

PAY .AllD LIVING COlIDITIOl!Sa
... ·-----~---The 11 houoe tio.eter 11 received fif't~r to e ixt~r per oont of
'the. ~irls' gross anrninbs depondinG on !10w iauch of a dobt e::i.ch
{;irl had inourrad ~!hon ehe sir;ned h&r contract, Thio meant t.'1ut
in an average month a i;irl would ~roes J.bout fii'toon hu.adrod ~'an.
She turned over se·ven hundred a.nd fifty to .the 11 mc.ater'1 • t.•n~'
11 m.a.atere• ma.de life very difficult for tho sirls ';J';/ oharr,in:'. thorn
hi(;h prices for food and other articles.
~-

In thG la.ttor part of '1943 tho ;\:rmy issu.cd or<lore th::t
o&rto.in Girla who had pa.id their debt oould roturn hOM:.i. Souo of
the (~irla were thus allowed to roturx;. to Koroa.
The intorrog;i.tiona further s!imr thn.t tho. ht..c.lt,h o:f' thoso
c;irle WC\B GPOd, They were well supplied with c.ll t~rpes of
oontro.coptives, and oi'tc.n aoldi.ors would b:ri:v; their ovrn ~ioh

t· ~ ·~.-~t· '

.I

4 had buon auppliod by th0 ann;y. They wore woll trainod in lool:in·
e.ftortboth tho1,\1JOl vos and custamo rs in th0 11\a tter of lq ,"-d..ao. A"
re. .ulr.r Japo.nor;o Arnq doctor visited the houaos onoo a HO :l: and
1.my ~;irl found disoaaed wei.s givon treatment, secluclod, ru1d eventur.ll~r nunt to a. hoepitu.l. This B(ll'lHl procedure wo.a co.rried on
within tho ran!rn of' th<:i .Army itsolf, but it is intcrostin:; to
notr;i tho.t a soldier did not loso pa_;' durin~; the period he wns
confined,

In thoir rolo.tione vri th tho Japanese officers nnd ;.rnn
two namee Clf any consequencu crunu out of interro:';atioas,
Thoy woro those of Col. Maruyama., cor.uno.nder of the ~arrison at
1:yit!cybo., o.nd Maj .Gen. Mi.tuksrni, who broujlt in re inforcoi;1<:mts.
Thu two were ex1J1ot oppos;i. tes, Tho former was hard, selfish and
ropulsive with no consideration for his menJ the latter a ~;ood,
l:ind mun and a fine l'loldier, with tho utr.iost consideration for
thoao who workod under him,. The Colonul Wf.lfJ a constant ha',1itue .
of tho houses whilo tho General was novor known to huvo visited
than.
With the fall of l.'.yitkyina, Col. ~aruyama supposedly
deaorted while Gen. Mitukrunio 0001I11ittod suicido bocauso h0 could
not evacuat!:l tho men_,.
onl~r

The e:vurac;o Japanese soldier is enbarras eed u'bout bo inc;
aeon in a 11 oetnfo:rt house" acooruin:; to one of tho sirls who add,
11
whon the·· l'laco is paclood he ill apt to bo ashamed i f ho ho.a to
wo.it in line for hie turn•. However ther-e were numerous
inetancois of propol'lale of marriaf_;<J and in certaµi, ca.see rnarriacoe
actually took plnoo.

!11 the e;irls ac;re,,d that the worst officers and men
who camo to l!ee th~ wore those who were drunk end leavin;·; fbr the
front the' following; day. 3ut all likewino agrevd that evrm though
very drunk the Japaneae soldier nevor discussed milito.ry rnattere
or secrets with them.
Though the ;_;irle mir;ht start tho oonvorsation nbout 11ano military matter the o!'fioer or enlisted man would
not talk, but would in faot 11 eool<l us for dieouesinG such un-lady
lil::e 11ubjecte. Even Col, MaruyEl.lM when dl'unk would neve:r diecusa
ruch r.10.ttera."
The soldiers would often express how muoh they enjoynd
roceivin:; maGa~ines, letters and nowspnpurs from han«. ThEr.f also
mentioned the reoe ipt of "cOOlfort ba,_;s 11 fi.lled with caimod :;oods,
r11ar.o~..,1.nc.a, soap, handkerchiefs, toothbrush, miniature doll,
lipsticJ:, and wooden clo;s. Tho lipstick nnd clo,;s woi·e
de . ~initc..ly feminine and the '.:irlB oould.n' t understand vmy tho
p0oplo at hc.ne were aendin:j such articleu, They spoculPtod t:1e.t
t>c se:1der could onl~r ho.vc hud themsulves or the 11 no.tivu ',irls 11
i.:c r·ind.
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their rotroa.t and capture.
v10rtr. notin(;a

Thero iB howe:vor soine infor,;\a.tion

+
In tho initir1l nttfacl: on }~:·itk::ine. nnd the air strip
r.',,1ut tV10 hundri:rl Japancne diEld i:l battle, lor>.vin~, cc:<nt two
r.u;•dr0d to dt.ifon<l t:10 town. Ammimition was vor·.· low,
11

11
Col. hlaruyll.lltC. dispersed hia :·t>l::,
Durin:·: tl10 tollowin:,
eke·: s tho onony woro shoot inc~ hu.phnzardly •;vor:,rvrhoro. It was a W'.\St·~
si;:v, they didn't sm,m to air.t at any pnrticulnr thin1. ;. The
Jnpnnosu r.oldiers on t!10 othur hand ho.d orders tu :f'ire one shot
e.t e, t:Uno and only whe!'. thoy weru sure of a hi t, 11
1
:- c•fO!'(l tho
enemy att<cked on tho woot air strip,
soldiors stationed around Myitkyina weru dispatched olsuvr~wre
to st<;;;.1 th~i J.115.ed attack ih ths North and Wost• A:_1out four
hu:.:rJrod mm Wt'!rtl lo!'t bohind, lar~;oly i'rnrn the llrlth Re,;ii.1cat.
J:.:vi<luntly Col. ld:iruyun\ll. did not oxpoet tlw town to bu att2'cl~ml.
L;:-.tor Jiuj, C':Gr., Mizulcruni of tho 5Gth Dhision brou~;ht :in
rt-inforoer:\tmte of moro than two ru":lln<:int::i but thusu woni tllla1:·lu
to hvld the to?m. •
'·'

It wo.a the conceneue mnonr, the '.;irls that Alliod
werCJ intenao and frii;htrmi.11~ and. boc:rn:.i0 of thom thoy
spont most of thoir lv.st days in foxholes, One or two evon
cc.rriod on work thero.
The comfort houses were bom~1od and
soveral of the girls wore wounded o.nd killod.

ba:1'Jinj~S

Tho etory cYf the :retreat o.nd final captu:rv of the
comfort r;irls" is nomowho.t va r~uo and con.fused in their awn
r.iinds, From vnr.i.ous roports it appears that the followin~~
oocur:red* ·on tho nic;ht of July 3ht a party of sixty thruu
p vop lo :l.noludin:; tho "comfort ;,irlB 11 o1' three hounea (n ab1ehir,ro was mor i;ed with Kinsui) t f'omili0s, and holporn, sta.rt0d
ocross tho Irrawaddy River in emo.11 boats. Th0y t)W:·1'b.1nlly
landed acr.iewhe:re nor.r Wainqne:vr. They stayed theru until
dur:ust 4th, but nevor ep.tered Wain(1-111w. From thero they
f.oll,1wed b thepnth of a eroup of soldiers until Au:~uet 7th
w!1on thoro w1.u1 a skinnish with tho onemy a.'1.d tho F n.rt:r sr 1 it
ul'. Th& r,irls vruro ordered to follow tho aoldioro rd't••r fl
thrl)u hour intorvnl. Thuy dB tl:ia onlf to fir.d t!w;~nul'1ic.s co.
tho h.:i.nl: of Cl rhror with no sir;n oi' tho oolrliors or nn:' 1,o.-u1s
of c.;rosaln.~• Thuy ror.w.ined in n no:•.rby houou nntil .\u:;u11t lOt'.:
'irhen they vwro oorturod by K:•dd.n s0l·lior1J lud. ·,):/ .tn I~n ,lieh
o ''fic"r• Th<iy were to.!:0n to 1..~;itl:yinn .:i.nd t!tun i.o thu V:do
et ocJraclo w1wro ti1u .i.nt.1irro;;.d·i0Hii w~1i• h t'ori:, t::u ~ ;,s io of t:;ir;
rop ort tool: l' lac«.
11

Ti;c

1~irl:.;

l•i.:.l'lutC i::ut h•.:)

b.uw prnctic 111: ;_u'.;h

LJ(Jf,!:

lll:lUd 0.

<.tin:;t th1.

,;1 ..

oi' n,1:; 1· r•)i

J'l['fL])((.d;,

T:.·.,

•"

.. · l ·
f;•.••L

lotd'l._.tr; ir. t~-:'1 h"':nJn. o!, t!.-, uol·l io1·;; (·n-t. : .•)nt o:' ~·'.vJi
to t.c.~lcr5i.~:. ~d tl~c; U.G ~~}--.\~ Y1cro lr: J:-p-·~-l<:tr.. .i~ ~ t>o
::Pl< i~;~r; P~·i'.iGCd to ·\is;_.~t~G t.: )7,; -.1it.:l t;p, :irla. OLc.. ,lrl
0

~0·11

~.-;(~J

11

q;~'..: 1 lL:

1

~f~,~~~

N D~,7

• •J..

rcmtimbe:ri.,d t~1.G leafl~t about Ool.

l.:Cl'l.l;'!Elllla ( o.ppa.rtil:::.t~·

1lyi~ino. troop ..t.p~l), but aha did not belie1~ it,

1t

lit.II

othora heC'.rd
the 1oldior1 diso4111:1, lttr.neta. tr<Xll tim.o to ~me but no tc:11.-:;i'Jlu
)"(;r.inrka reoulted from ~ir ee.vea4ropp$P,g. lloiwo~r it· ill intc.rust-·
inG to n.otu that Ollfl ~~;f'S.cer ~reUQ~ ·~ l'iG\!!' thr.t 111 Jn?nn oan•t win
• .
this war" •
1 .
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Follo'°rin· r.:ru thu lFJ,\t.S of the tw\..:1 ty VorL:.:1 11 ca1'l<:>rt
;;irls 11 r. 11d t:w two Jnp .-n£i sc oi vili:-11s intarro: . ;'.t.:..d to c~Jt-.i~1 the
:fuf'omt\tion usod in this r<;port. Thu Korut~l >1.::'...t\..B :-r<.
phonLticizud.
N,·J,iB
Shin Jyun Hilai
2. I\'11: Yonjc.
3. Pen Yonj r.
4. Chin~c. Ohunto
5. Chun Yonjr.
6. l~ila t! rnju
7. Kim Yonjc'.
Kim K1:1njr.
9. IO.r.1 S c.nn i
10. Kim I:un .Sun
11. Kim Ohon~;i
12. Pr. Kj.jr.
13. Chun Punyi
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
Monday, July 20, 2015 8:29 AM
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
FW: Resolution Based on Propaganda

Categories:

150764

For File No. 150764
-----Original Message----From: KATO Ken [mailto:kenkato.hra@nifty.com]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 7:51 AM
To: Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
Subject: Resolution Based on Propaganda
Dear Deputy Director Caldeira,
I have learned that the Board of Supervisors is going to adopt a resolution tomorrow that urges the City and County of
San Francisco to establish a memorial for so called "comfort women."
https://sfgov.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=3866247&GUID=1B765573-9914-45FE-8F03-B40036DAF02D
Regrettably, the issue is riddled with propaganda and I urge that you refer to reliable official documents, such as U.S.
Army report written in 1944, in order to ascertain the veracity of the claims and avoid defaming U.S. ally on false
charges. The issue has become a major human rights problem for the Japanese people who have been suffering from
defamation campaigns.
Many South Korean people, influenced by fictional TV dramas and cartoons, believe the women were forced to become
sex workers, however, documentary evidence show that there was no Korean woman forced to become a sex worker by
the Japanese authorities. They were very well paid and according to a U.S. Army document, some even married to
Japanese soldiers.
In a reply to a parliamentary question, the Japanese government stated on 16. March 2007 that they found no evidence
of coercion by the Japanese authorities in recruiting "comfort women". Until now, there is no evidence to the contrary
despite extensive and thorough researches conducted by various actors.
Testimonies made by former "comfort women" change from time to time and sometimes contradict historical facts. For
example, one of the most famous former "comfort women" Ms Kim Hak-sun told the media and the Tokyo District Court
in Japan that she was sold to a Korean brothel by her mother, and then three years later her step father sold her to a
brothel used by Japanese soldiers. However, she later changed her testimony and told the media: "A commissioned
officer took me to the next room which was partitioned off by a cloth. Even though I did not want to go he dragged me
into the room. I resisted but he tore off all of my clothes and in the end he took my virginity. That night, the officer
raped me twice." She accused Japan of making her a sex slave.
It is true that many Korean 11 comfort women" had hard time after the Second World War. In 1992 a former "comfort
woman" Ms Moon Ok-ju sued the Japanese government demanding to pay back her postal savings she deposited in just
a few years until 1945 and the amount was 26,145 Japanese Yen which is equivalent to US$1,000,000 today. Many
Japanese people, including ethnic Korean Japanese, lost their savings after the war owing to hyperinflation and I feel
sympathy for "comfort women" who endured the hardship.
However, the Japanese government cannot compensate for their losses. Japan and South Korea signed the Treaty on
Basic Relations on 22 June 1965 and in the Agreement on the Settlement of Problems Concerning Property and Claims
1

and on Economic Co-operation between Japan and the ROK, both countries agreed that it has been "settled completely
and finally."
http://www.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~worldjpn/documents/texts/JPKR/19650622.T9E.html

After receiving tens of billions of dollars (in current value) from the Japanese government, South Korea's military
government lead by the incumbent president Pak Geun Hye's father paid only a small amount to individuals seeking
reparations, but Japan cannot intervene on South Korea's legal affairs and cannot be responsible for the action of the
military government. This is basically South Korea's internal affairs.
An interrogation report by the U.S. Office of War Information Psychological Warfare Team in 1944 tells us the truth
about "comfort women". You can see it on the website of Mr. Tony Marano in Texas who received it from the National
Archives.
http://texas-daddy.com/comfortwomen.htm
It says very clearly: "A 'comfort girl' is nothing more than a prostitute or 'professional camp follower"'
Their lifestyle was: "They lived in near-luxury in Burma in comparison to other places. This was especially true of their
second year in Burma. They lived well because their food and material was not heavily rationed and they had plenty of
money with which to purchase desired articles. They were able to buy cloth, shoes, cigarettes, and cosmetics to
supplement the many gifts given to them by soldiers who had received 'comfort bags' from home.
While in Burma they amused themselves by participating in sports events with both officers and men, and attended
picnics, entertainments, and social dinners. They had a phonograph and in the towns they were allowed to go
shopping."
It was amazing for me to find out that: "However there were numerous instances of proposals of marriage and in certain
cases marriages actually took place."
However, for humanitarian grounds, the Japanese government cannot announce the fact that "comfort women" were
well-paid prostitutes, and Japan's consideration for the old women has been taken advantage of by North and South
Korea.
I hope you would understand that the Japanese government's position is based on the rule of law. Japan already made
an unlawful compromise and paid a huge amount in the 1990s and 2000s, and cannot bend the Treaty or deny historical
facts anymore.

South Korean media estimated that there are about 100,000 South Korean sex workers in the U.S., the EU, Australia and
Japan and hundreds of thousands in their home country nowadays, but they cannot save one million dollars in just a few
years like "comfort women". In 2011, South Korean sex workers threatened to set themselves on fire in a demonstration
to protect their brothels and one protestor complained her earnings have plunged from as much as $9,200 a month to
about $3,700 after police crackdown.
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/43650531/ns/world_news-asia_pacific/t/s-korean-sex-workers-threaten-set-themselvesfire-protect-their-brothels/
Decades later, South Korean sex workers in San Francisco might demand apology and compensation from the U.S.
government.
Finally, I would like to point out that raising the issue of military prostitution is not in the interest of the U.S. In 1945
when the U.S. military occupied Japan, something called the Recreation and Amusement Association was established in
Japan for U.S. soldiers. I do not want to go further and I hope you will not ignite a row over it.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours truly,
Ken Kato
Director, Human Rights in Asia

2

P.S. If evidence emerged that "comfort women" were forced to become sex workers by the Japanese authorities, the
Japanese government will certainly make a formal apology. I will be the first one to strongly demand it.
Until such evidence emerges, accusations based on inconsistent testimonies are defamation.
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Monday, July 20, 2015 11 :04 AM
BOS-Supervisors; BOS Legislation, (BOS)
File 150764 FW: Anti-Japanese Racism By SF Board of Supervisors
ltr-comfort%20women-1.docx

Categories:

150764

From: Dana Sack [mailto:ds@sackrosendin.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 19, 2015 6:10 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS}
Subject: Anti-Japanese Racism By SF Board of Supervisors
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Dana Sack
One Kaiser Plaza, Suite 340
Oakland CA 94612
510-286-2200
ds@saclaosendin.com
July 16, 2015
Board of Supervisors
City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco CA 94102
Re: Resolution No. 130632 - Bashing Japanese Citizens Over WWII
Dear Supervisors:
Please vote No on the racist anti-Japanese motion regarding the war crimes committed by the
fascist government which took over Japan and drove its people to war. That government was
conquered. That government is gone. The current people of Japan have had a constitution
dedicated to peace ever since, and have abided by the literal terms and the principles which it
represents.
Why do members of the Board of Supervisors believe that it is alright to insult the current
peaceful people of Japan, and not pass similar resolutions and bui.ld similar monuments to the
Native Americans and Africans slaughtered and enslaved by Americans, or the Tibetans and
Uighurs attacked by the Chinese, or the Native Americans slaughtered and enslaved by the
Spanish throughout Central and South America, or Christians and Jews slaughtered and exiled
throughout the Arab world? Why single out the Japanese living today for conduct by people long
dead and a govermnent conquered, its leaders imprisoned and executed?
I am a native San Franciscan and the product of San Francisco schools and one of its universities.
I majored in Chinese history and politics in college.
This resolution will not solve any problem and will not promote better relations among any of
the parties. It will encourage anti-Japanese passions in Korea and China, and it will insult and
demean the peaceful people of Japan. It could even promote and encourage a fascist movement
in Japan which has been a fringe element since the war. This resolution will make the problem
and the bad feelings in that part of the world worse.
Please do the right thing and vote no.
Very truly yours;

"Deuta Sad
Dana Sack
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-----Original Message----From: KATO Ken [mailto:kenkato.hra@nifty.com]
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 7:50 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: Resolution Based on Propaganda
Dear Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place,
I have learned that the Board of Supervisors is going to adopt a resolution tomorrow that urges the City and County of
San Francisco to establish a memorial for so called "comfort women."
https://sfgov.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=3866247&GUID=1B765573-9914-45FE-8F03-B40036DAF02D
Regrettably, the issue is riddled with propaganda and I urge that you refer to reliable official documents, such as U.S.
Army report written in 1944, in order to ascertain the veracity of the claims and avoid defaming U.S. ally on false
charges. The issue has become a major human rights problem for the Japanese people who have been suffering from
defamation campaigns.
Many South Korean people, influenced by fictional TV dramas and cartoons, believe the women were forced to become
sex workers, however, documentary evidence show that there was no Korean woman forced to become a sex worker by
the Japanese authorities: They were very well paid and according to a U.S. Army document, some even married to
Japanese soldiers.
In a reply to a parliamentary question, the Japanese government stated on 16 March 2007 that they found no evidence
of coercion by the Japanese authorities in recruiting "comfort women". Until now, there is no evidence to the contrary
despite extensive and thorough researches conducted by various actors.
Testimonies made by former "comfort women" change from time to time and sometimes contradict historical facts. For
example, one of the most famous former "comfort women" Ms Kim Hak-sun told the media and the Tokyo District Court
in Japan that she was sold to a Korean brothel by her mother, and then three years later her step father sold her to a
brothel used by Japanese soldiers. However, she later changed her testimony and told the media: "A commissioned
officer took me to the next room which was partitioned off by a cloth. Even though I did not want to go he dragged me
into the room. I resisted but he tore off all of my clothes and in the end he took my virginity. That night, the officer
raped me twice." She accused Japan of making her a sex slave.
It is true that many Korean "comfort women" had hard time after the Second World War. In 1992 a former "comfort
woman" Ms Moon Ok-ju sued the Japanese government demanding to pay back her postal savings she deposited in just
a few years until 1945 and the amount was 26,145 Japanese Yen which is equivalent to US$1,000,000 today. Many
Japanese people, including ethnic Korean Japanese, lost their savings after the war owing to hyperinflation and I feel
sympathy for "comfort women" who endured the hardship.
However, the Japanese government cannot compensate for their losses. Japan and South Korea signed the Treaty on
Basic Relations on 22 June 1965 and in the Agreement on the Settlement of Problems Concerning Property and Claims
and on Economic Co-operation between Japan and the ROK, both countries agreed that it has been "settled completely
and finally."
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http://www.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~worldjpn/documents/texts/JPKR/19650622.T9E.html

After receiving tens of billions of dollars (in current value) from the Japanese government, South Korea's military
government lead by the incumbent president Pak Geun Hye's father paid only a small amount to individuals seeking
reparations, but Japan cannot intervene on South Korea's legal affairs and cannot be responsible for the action of the
military government. This is basically South Korea's internal affairs.
An interrogation report by the U.S. Office of War Information Psychological Warfare Team in 1944 tells us the truth
about "comfort women". You can see it on the website of Mr. Tony Marano in Texas who received it from the National
Archives.
http://texas-daddy.com/comfortwomen.htm
It says very clearly: "A 'comfort girl' is nothing more than a prostitute or 'professional camp follower"'
Their lifestyle was: "They lived in near-luxury in Burma in comparison to other places. This was especially true of their
second year in Burma. They lived well because their food and material was not heavily rationed and they had plenty of
money with which to purchase desired articles. They were able to buy cloth, shoes, cigarettes, and cosmetics to
supplement the many gifts given to them by soldiers who had received 'comfort bags' from home.
While in Burma they amused themselves by participating in sports events with both officers and men, and attended
picnics, entertainments, and social dinners. They had a phonograph and in the towns they were allowed to go
shopping."
It was amazing for me to find out that: "However there were numerous instances of proposals of marriage and in certain
cases marriages actually took place."
.
However, for humanitarian grounds, the Japanese government cannot announce the fact that "comfort women" were
well-paid prostitutes, and Japan's consideration for the old women has been taken advantage of by North and South
Korea.
I hope you would understand that the Japanese government's position is based on the rule of law. Japan already made
an unlawful compromise and paid a huge amount in the 1990s and 2000s, and cannot bend the Treaty or deny historical
facts anymore.

South Korean media estimated that there are about 100,000 South Korean sex workers in the U.S., the EU, Australia and
Japan and hundreds of thousands in their home country nowadays, but they cannot save one million dollars in just a few
years like "comfort women". In 2011, South Korean sex workers threatened to set themselves on fire in a demonstration
to protect their brothels and one protestor complained her earnings have plunged from as much as $9,200 a month to
about $3,700 after police crackdown.
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/43650531/ns/world_news-asia_pacific/t/s-korean-sex-workers-threaten-set-themselvesfire-protect-their-brothels/
Decades later, South Korean sex workers in San Francisco might demand apology and compensation from the U.S.
government.
Finally, I would like to point out that raising the issue of military prostitution is not in the interest of the U.S. In 1945
when the U.S. military occupied Japan, something called the Recreation and Amusement Association was established in
Japan for U.S. soldiers. I do not want to go further and I hope you will not ignite a row over it.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours truly,
Ken Kato
Director, Human Rights in Asia
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P.S. If evidence emerged that "comfort women" were forced to become sex workers by the Japanese authorities, the
Japanese government will certainly make a formal apology. I will be the first one to strongly demand it.
Until such evidence emerges, accusations based on inconsistent testimonies are defamation.
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From: yukoyukoyukoyuko@gmail.com [mailto:yukoyukoyukoyuko@gmail.com] On Behalf Of SANS Nuclear
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 8:09 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Lee, Mayor (MYR)
Subject: Letter in support of Resolution #72

July 20th, 2015

Mayor Edwin Lee
City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 200
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102

Dear Mayor Lee and the Members of the Board of Supervisors,

We are writing to you in support of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors for building a memorial to
commemorate of the victims of "Comfort Women" system.

We are NYC-based group of activists and researchers organizing educational programs and actions for social
and environmental justice. We are deeply troubled by Japanese Nationalists in Japan as well as in the US who
are attempting to revise the history of "Comfort Women" system. They claim that the memorial is an attack on
Japanese Americans, and that similar memorials elsewhere in the U.S. have resulted in widespread hate crimes
against Japanese residents, even though no such incident has been reported to authorities.
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We are sure that you are already receiving a great number of messages from Japanese far-right groups in
opposition to the proposed memorial. We want to assure you that these antagonistic nationalists and historical
revisionists do not speak for the Japanese-American communities.

We appreciate your interest in addressing this very impo1iant issue, and we recognize your efforts as one of the
important steps to learn lessons from the atrocities advanced by colonialism. We hope that the Board of
Supervisors will express full support for the victims and survivors of the women harmed in the "comfort
women" system.

Sincerely,
Members of Sloths Against Nuclear State
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Sloths Against Nuclear State
227 E Jlh Street Apt 7G
Brooklyn, NY 11218

July 20th, 2015
Mayor Edwin Lee
City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 200
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102

Dear Mayor Lee and the Members of the Board of Supervisors,
We are writing to you in support of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors for
building a memorial to commemorate of the victims of "Comfort Women"
system.
We are NYC-based group of activists and researchers organizing educational
programs and actions for social and environmental justice. We are deeply
troubled by Japanese Nationalists in Japan as well as in the US who are
attempting to revise the history of "Comfort Women" system. They claim that
the memorial is an attack on Japanese Americans, and that similar memorials
elsewhere in the U.S. have resulted in widespread hate crimes against Japanese
residents, even though no such incident has been reported to authorities.
We are sure that you are already receiving a great number of messages from
Japanese far-right groups in opposition to the proposed memorial. We want to
assure you that these antagonistic nationalists and historical revisionists do not
speak for the Japanese-American communities.
We appreciate your interest in addressing this very important issue, and we
recognize your efforts as one of the important steps to learn lessons from the
atrocities advanced by colonialism. We hope that the Board of Supervisors will
express full support for the victims and survivors of the women harmed in the
"comfort women" system.
Sincerely,
Members of Sloths Against Nuclear State
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From: yukoyukoyukoyuko@gmail.com [mailto:yukoyukoyukoyuko@gmail.com] On Behalf Of SANS Nuclear
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 8:28 AM
To: BreedStaff, (BOS); Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Subject: In Support of Establishment of a Memorial for "Comfort Women"

July 20th, 2015

The Honorable London Breed
President of the Board of Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,

We are writing to you in support of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors for building a memorial to
commemorate of the victims of "Comfort Women" system.

We are NYC-based group of activists and researchers organizing educational programs and actions for social
and environmental justice. We are deeply troubled by Japanese Nationalists in Japan as well as in the US who
are attempting to revise the history of "Comfort Women" system. They claim that the memorial is an attack on
Japanese Americans, and that similar memorials elsewhere in the U.S. have resulted in widespread hate crimes
against Japanese residents, even though no such incident has been repmied to authorities.
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We are sure that you are already receiving a great number of messages from Japanese far-right groups in
opposition to the proposed memorial. We want to assure you that these antagonistic nationalists and historical
revisionists do not speak for the Japanese-American communities.

We appreciate your interest in addressing this very important issue, and we recognize your eff01is as one of the
important steps to learn lessons from the atrocities advanced by colonialism. We hope that the Board of
Supervisors will express full support for the victims and survivors of the women harmed in the "comfort
women" system.

Sincerely,
Members of Sloths Against Nuclear State

Sloths Against Nuclear State

227 E 7th Street Apt 7G
Brooklyn, NY 11218
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Sloths Against Nuclear State
227 E 7th Street Apt 7G
Brooklyn, NY 11218

July 20th, 2015

The Honorable London Breed
President of the Board of Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102

Dear Mayor Lee and the Members of the Board of Supervisors,
We are writing to you in support of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors for
building a memorial to commemorate of the victims of "Comfort Women"
system.
We are NYC-based group of activists and researchers organizing educational
programs and actions for social and environmental justice. We are deeply
troubled by Japanese Nationalists in Japan as well as in the US who are
attempting to revise the history of "Comfort Women" system. They claim that
the memorial is an attack on Japanese Americans, and that similar memorials
elsewhere in the U.S. have resulted in widespread hate crimes against Japanese
residents, even though no such incident has been reported to authorities.
We are sure that you are already receiving a great number of messages from
Japanese far-right groups in opposition to the proposed memorial. We want to
assure you that these antagonistic nationalists and historical revisionists do not
speak for the Japanese-American communities.
We appreciate your interest in addressing this very important issue, and we
recognize your efforts as one of the important steps to learn lessons from the
atrocities advanced by colonialism. We hope that the Board of Supervisors will
express full support for the victims and survivors of the women harmed in the
"comfort women" system.
Sincerely,
Members of Sloths Against Nuclear State

Where Should We Cast the First Stone in Condemning War Crimes?
By Jim Smith
(From John 8)
Protecting a woman about to be stoned for adulte1y by people Jesus perceived as hypocrites, Jesus said,
He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.
Do we have prostitution in SF? Did a now-defunct progressive SF newspaper, for many years, earn a
great deal of revenue from prostitution advertising?
Has prostitution been associated with the U.S. military? Did the U.S. Army and Navy forces avail
themselves of the comforts provided by prostitutes throughout Asia in the postwar period? Did any
of our Asian allies in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Vietnam make money off
prostitution set up to serve U.S. forces?

Has prostitution increased or decreased in China since Deng Hsiao-ping crone to power?
Do girls from poor fanning families in China come to Shanghai and sometimes end up as prostitutes?
In the 1960s, a different type of Chinese government issued statements--often on Radio Peking-saying
that "The U.S. imperialists are worse than Hitler." Any idea why they used such strong language? Were
they justified? That was during the Vietnam War, when U.S. imperialist forces attacked the Vietnamese
people. Were there brothels in Vietnam serving U.S. troops in those days?

Do we have a monument to Vietnamese victims of U.S. imperialist atrocities?
We do have a monument in Washington DC honoring U.S tnilitaiy wai· dead. Is there any monument in
Washington in mem01y of Vietnamese women ai1d children killed by U.S. bombing?
The Japanese government and Japanese conservative political leaders are attacked for visiting Yasukuni, a
shrine honoring Japanese wai· dead, including militmy fighters some would call wai· criminals.

Does San Francisco have a monument glorifying U.S. imperialism and colonialism in Asia?
At Union Square, on May 13, 1903, Theodore Roosevelt dedicated a monument to the U.S. Nayy's
victory on May 1, 1898, when Commodore George Dewey steamed into Manila Bay in the
Philippines; 200,000 San Franciscans crowded the streets to see the event. The Chronicle's editorial page,
declai·ed that ". . . this city is destined to become the future seat of empire."
Atop an 83-foot column, sculptor Robert Aitken designed a 12-foot statue ofVict01y cai1ying a laurel
wreath in one hand and Neptune's trident in the other. The SF municipal repo1i of 1901 explained that
Dewey "added gl01y to American mms and gave the United States a position in the world as one of the
great powers, thus extending American influence and exalting American citizenship.
Today imperialist rivalry between Chinese imperialists on one side and Japanese and U.S. imperialists on
the other is intensifying. China and Japan are in an anns race. Each government is mounting propaganda
cainpaigns against the other. Could some of the impetus for monuments to victims of Japanese war

crimes come from Chinese imperialist rivals? Millions of Japanese citizens are disgusted by the

activities of Prime Minister Abe, Osaka Mayor Hashimoto and other right-wing Japanese politicians and
academics who deny Japanese war crimes and promote Japanese patiiotism and imperialism.
Do we have any right-wing pro-imperialist politicians in the U.S.? In San Francisco?
Do we have any monmnents in the city to victims of U.S. war c1imes?
I would urge the San Francisco Board of Supervisors to think a little more deeply about these issues and
hold off on monmnents to particular sets of victims of war crimes committed by non-U.S. forces. We
should particularly hold off on such monmnents while we have a disgraceful monmnent glorifying U.S.
:imperialism in the center of om city.
In the early 1900s, Filipinos resisted American occupiers, sustaining heavy casualties. Stanley Kamow, in
his history of the islands, "In Our lnlage," wrote that "an estimated 200,000 people died, the

overwhelming majority of them Filipino civilians."
We should be concerned about war c1imes, and the brntality of the Japanese lnlperial Anny and Navy
inflicted on "comfort women," including Chinese, Korean AND Japanese women should be condemned.

But if we want to condemn war crimes in Asia, shouldn't we first address our own war crimes. The
annual observances of the dropping of Atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki are approaching. Was

the killing of more than 100,000 civilians with two atomic bombs justified? Or was that a war
crime? Argmnents saying it was justified are regularly made in our histo1y textbooks and on om big city
newspaper editoiial pages.
He who is w/o sin cast the first stone.
Om time and effo1ts can be better spent on working for international unity against imperialism be it
Chinese, Japanese or American. Let's start by getting rid of the Dewey Monument and cancelling the

Blue Angels festival. We can also discuss developing a peace park with proper monuments and
exhibits in memory of all victims of imperialist war.
James B. Smith
1985 Grove Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Email: luckyj67@gmail.com
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By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor
Time stamp
or meeting date

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

D

1. For reference to Committee:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An ordinance, resolution, motion, or charter amendment.
~

2. Request for next printed agenda without reference to Committee.

D

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee:

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

D

5. City Attorney request.

D

6. Call File No.

D

7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion).

D

8. Substitute Legislation File No.

D

9. Request for Closed Session (attach written motion).

inquires"

from Committee.

D

10. Board to Sit as A Committee of the Whole.

D

11. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
D Small Business Commission
D Youth Commission
D Ethics Commission

D Planning Commission

D

Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a different form.

'"'
Subject:

Resolution Urging the Establishment of a Memorial for "Comfort Women" in San Francisco
The text is listed below or attached:

Please see attached document.

Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor:

For Clerk's Use Only:

Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lee, Ivy (BOS)
Tuesday, July 14, 2015 3:18 PM
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Caldeira, Rick (BOS); Lim, Victor (BOS)
Mar - Resolution re: 'comfort women'

Please add Supervisor Kim as a co-sponsor. Thank you!
Ivy
Ivy Lee
Legislative Aide, Supervisor Jane Kim/District 6
415.554.7973 (direct)
ivy.lee@sfgov.org
Sign up for the District 6 newsletter
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